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Benefits of Booking with Princess®

Princess is proud to offer organized shore excursions
that allow you to experience the best that the ports have
to offer in comfort and safety.

When you purchase excursions through Princess, you are
assured:

Quality – All tours are carefully selected and provided by
reputable tour operators who meet the high standards of
Princess and we monitor prices to ensure that you
receive good value.

Service – Princess organizes your tours in advance so
your time in port is maximized and worry-free. We closely
monitor tour departures and returns and we are able to
hold the ship in the event your tour is delayed.

Variety – Each port features tours that appeal to diverse
interests. Whether you enjoy history, sailing, or simply
sightseeing, you’re sure to find the right tour for you and
your family.

Safety – Your security and comfort are of paramount
importance, and we closely monitor our tour operators to
ensure they operate safely and carry commensurate
insurance.
Convenience – We offer easy online booking, and by
reserving your excursions in advance, you'll have the
peace of mind knowing you’ve secured your place on the
tours you want at our best price available.

Online Booking
Princess is proud to lead the industry by introducing an advanced level of service to our customers at princess.com.

Princess passengers may review their booking information and fill out forms online. Once at our home page, select the
Cruise Personalizer® link, then log in with your name and booking number. Your booking summary will appear and you
may select the following:

• Expedite your boarding procedures by providing Immigration Information

• Provide Emergency Contact Information

• Specify medical needs and customize your dietary options

• Inform us of special occasions that you’ll celebrate onboard

• Register your credit card for onboard purchases

• Pre-reserve your Shore Excursions

Following the instructions provided, you can determine the number of seats available for the tours you want to reserve.
If adequate space is available, you can book and be confirmed on the tours of your choice. Otherwise, you can request
to be waitlisted on an excursion and we will attempt to obtain more space and confirm you. If no additional space is
available, Princess will schedule an alternate departure to correspond with your other tour selections and availability.
While we make every effort to confirm your first choice, we will make these changes on your behalf to enhance your
experience in every port.

Shore excursions are available on a first-come, first-served basis and space may be limited, so we highly recommend
using our online booking system to avoid disappointment. You have access to real-time confirmation and status of
your reservation.



Discover the world with Princess®

Princess® welcomes you to your 28 Days Round Australia Roundtrip From Sydney cruise and to the Shore Excursion
program.  All of our excursions involve some walking. We recommend passengers wear comfortable, low-heeled
walking shoes while on tour. To assist in your tour selection, please note the symbol(s) accompanying each tour
description. They represent the following:

Icon Definitions Categories

e
Easy
Although primarily sightseeing tours,
these excursions do include walking
for short distances over relatively level
terrain. They also may include getting
into/out of a helicopter or floatplane.

m
Moderate
Slightly more active, these excursions
may include sitting for a period of time
aboard a river raft or extended
periods of standing, as while
sportfishing, for example.

s
Strenuous
For the adventurous, these are our
most active shore excursions.
Activities such as canoeing, biking,
hiking or kayaking are examples.

a
Wheelchair Accessible
This symbol indicates tours that can
accommodate passengers who utilize
a wheelchair. Most tour operators
require that wheelchairs are
collapsible. Space restrictions may
preclude transport of electric
wheelchairs and walkers.

Please notify the Shore Excursion
Manager onboard your ship so that
arrangements may be made prior to
your arrival in port.

F
Meal Included
A meal and beverage is provided.

f
Snack Included
A snack is provided.

S
Shopping Opportunity
Shopping opportunities will be
available during this excursion.

Guided tours that show you many of the top highlights of our port city
and/or the local area.

Excursions that allow you to enjoy wilderness areas, view/interact with
local fauna or marine life.

Fun, exciting explorations that get you outdoors in the sun or surf:
hikes, rides, water sports, beach visits, ziplines, flightseeing and more!

Focused excursions and walking tours that visit select highlights while
exploring particular aspects of the port’s appeal in greater depth:
Cuisine, History, Art/Culture, Religion, or Guided Shopping.

Resources that help you make the most of an independent exploration
of the area.

Badges

P

Our TOP recommendation as the ONE most representative experience
for each port, these tours are always among the most popular
excursions we offer.

C

Intimate, exclusive experiences to groups no larger than 20 passengers.
Each includes a special dining experience, special access or unique
hard-to-duplicate experiences not offered on other tours.

K

Specially designed to be enjoyable for children under 12. Lasting no
more than four hours, they visit a limited number of individual sites
specifically chosen based on interest/appeal to kids, offer kid-oriented
commentary, activities and meals – and are priced affordably.

O

These excursions showcase distinctive, more unusual but less-
frequented attractions of the port city or local area – perfect for return
visitors or those looking for “something different.”

W

These tours visit one or more UNESCO World Heritage List properties.



Sydney, Australia
As your ship passes Harbour Heads, you are presented with the shimmering skyline of
Sydney - hailed by many seafarers as "the most beautiful harbor in the world." Two
prominent landmarks, Harbour Bridge and the sail-like curves of the Sydney Opera
House, grace the backdrop of this picturesque harbor. There is a wealth of adventure
waiting in Sydney - from its cosmopolitan city center to miles of beautiful beaches and
the Blue Mountains.

Australia's oldest and largest city was born in 1788 with the arrival of the "First Fleet"
transporting 760 British convicts. Today, Sydney is the largest port in the South Pacific
and is often voted the most popular destination in the South Pacific.

Points of Interest

1 Sydney Opera House

This masterpiece of late modern architecture is a
symbol of both Sydney and Australia. It has earned a
reputation as a world-class performing arts center
and is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

2 Sydney Harbour Bridge

Spanning Sydney Harbour from the central business
district to the North Shore, this icon, nicknamed the
"coat hanger" by locals, is the world's widest long-
span bridge and tallest steel-arch bridge.

3 The Blue Mountains

The sandstone cliffs of this region were once believed
impassable. Today this major gateway to Western
New South Wales boasts ancient ravines, lush forests
and stunning waterfalls.

4 Featherdale Wildlife Park

Enjoy face-to-face encounters with one of the
country's largest private collections of native
Australian animals in a natural bush setting, easily
accessible and within metropolitan Sydney.

5 Bondi Beach

This beach is one of Australia's most popular for
residents and tourists. At a little over a half-mile long,
this stretch of sand plays host to numerous festivals
and events each year.

6 MacQuairies Chair

Also known as Lady Macquarie's Chair, this famous
attraction was carved from a rock ledge for Governor
Macquarie's wife, Elizabeth and offers excellent views
of Sydney Harbour.

7 The Rocks

Sandstone cliffs give the area its name. Site of the
first penal settlement, the district is rich in colonial
history and is home to 5 star hotels, restaurants, pubs,
shops, galleries and museums.

8 Echo Point

Discover the "Grand Canyon" of giant rock formations,
geological history, deep, tree-studded valleys and
cascading waterfalls. View the world famous rock
formation, The Three Sisters, and panoramic views of
the Jamieson Valley, Mount Solitary and the Ruined
Castle.
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Blue Mountains, Jamison Valley & Wildlife Park
SYD-100  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$179 mFS
You will visit...

3 The Blue Mountains

4 Featherdale Wildlife Park

You will see...

8 Echo Point For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Embrace the wilds of New South Wales on this all-day excursion. Explore Jurassic rain forests, waterfalls and giant rock formations as
you glide across the sky in the Scenic Cableway, an aerial cable car, over the Blue Mountains. Views include the Three Sisters, a
famous rock formation, and the Giant Stairway, which descends 916 steps into the Jamison Valley. Afterwards, we'll stop for lunch at
the breathtaking Skyway Brasserie, a revolving restaurant situated on the cliff's edge. We'll also visit the wonderful Featherdale
Wildlife Park where you can encounter Australia's unique and precious wildlife in a natural bush setting. You'll get an opportunity to
observe the private collection of more than 2,200 mammals, birds and reptiles.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
This tour is available for in-transit passengers.

Featherdale Wildlife Park's rangers will hold and feed many of the animals, so they can be touched and photographed;  you can
have your picture taken with a koala - optional extra cost.

The return drive from the Blue Mountains is approximately 1 1/2 to 2 hours.

Local currency is required for purchases.

P

City Drive & Bondi Beach
SYD-200  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$49

e
You will visit...

5 Bondi Beach

You will see...

1 Sydney Opera House

2 Sydney Harbour Bridge

6 MacQuairies Chair

7 The Rocks

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

See Sydney's most celebrated sights on this half-day excursion. Your narrated drive takes you on a tour of The Rocks, Sydney's
historic city center. The original buildings were made mostly of sandstone from which its name is derived. Now a popular tourist
attraction, The Rocks features galleries, shops and pubs with several historic drinking establishments claiming to be the oldest in
Sydney.

Your tour takes in Hyde Park, Domain and the Botanical Gardens. We'll drive through Kings Cross, the reputed red light district, and
on to Rushcutters Bay, home of the Royal Cruising Yacht Club. We'll also pass Double Bay and Rose Bay. We'll stop for photo
opportunities at Mrs. Macquaries Chair for stunning views of the Sydney Opera House and the Harbour Bridge. Finally, we'll head to
Australia's most popular resort destination, Bondi Beach where you'll have time on your own to relax on the beach or souvenir shop.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
This tour is available to passengers in transit between voyages.

Tour order may vary to avoid overcrowding at sights.
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Sydney Harbour Cruise
SYD-290  Approximately 2.5 hours / From AUD$79 ef

You will see...

1 Sydney Opera House

2 Sydney Harbour Bridge

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Tour one of the world's great cities on a relaxing harbor cruise. Board your luxury cruiser at Circular Quay for a few hours of leisurely
cruising around Sydney Harbour. Guides provide onboard commentary and point out such famous landmarks as the Sydney Opera
House and Sydney Harbour Bridge. View the graceful curves of this award-winning Opera House and pass under the "Coast Hanger."
We'll also cruise Fort Denison and the Royal Botanical Gardens, as well as go along the waterfront with its million-dollar mansions,
beautiful beaches and colorful yachts. Your excursion includes tea, coffee and light snacks.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
To embark the harbor cruise involve an approximately 200-yard walk over level ground.

This tour is available to passengers in transit between voyages.

#

Sydney Harbour Bridgeclimb
SYD-150  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$279 s
You will visit...

2 Sydney Harbour Bridge

You will see...

1 Sydney Opera House For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Climb the world-famous Sydney Harbour Bridge on this half-day excursion where the views are truly incomparable.

Accompanied by a professional climbing guide, you'll be thoroughly briefed on safety and equipment, as well as receive a breath-
alcohol test. Next, you'll watch a climb simulation. Once you've donned your special bridge suit, you're ready to begin your adventure.
You'll climb steadily along the upper span of the Bridge's arch on catwalks and ladders all the way to the summit, more than a half
mile above Sydney Harbour.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
This tour is available only to passengers who are in transit between voyages.

This tour involves climbing ladders, stairways, steep slopes and uneven surfaces as well as navigating narrow passages on the
bridge. The climb is exposed to the elements. For safety reasons, no personal possessions may be taken on the climb, so lockers
are provided.

As a mandatory, alcohol breathalyzer test must be taken before your climb;  do not partake in any alcoholic beverages prior to
your tour.

Minimum age is 10 years.

$
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City Drive & Bondi Beach (Guided in German)
SYD-203  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$49 e
You will visit...

5 Bondi Beach

You will see...

1 Sydney Opera House

2 Sydney Harbour Bridge

6 MacQuairies Chair

7 The Rocks

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

See Sydney's most celebrated sights on this half-day excursion. Your narrated drive takes you on a tour of The Rocks, Sydney's
historic city center. The original buildings were made mostly of sandstone from which its name is derived. Now a popular tourist
attraction, The Rocks features galleries, shops and pubs with several historic drinking establishments claiming to be the oldest in
Sydney.

Your tour takes in Hyde Park, Domain and the Botanical Gardens. We'll drive through Kings Cross, the reputed red light district, and
on to Rushcutters Bay, home of the Royal Cruising Yacht Club. We'll also pass Double Bay and Rose Bay. We'll stop for photo
opportunities at Mrs. Macquaries Chair for stunning views of the Sydney Opera House and the Harbour Bridge. Finally, we'll head to
Australia's most popular resort destination, Bondi Beach where you'll have time on your own to relax on the beach or souvenir shop.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
This tour is available to passengers in transit between voyages.

Tour order may vary to avoid overcrowding at sights.
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Brisbane, Australia
Once considered the "country cousin" among Australian cities, Brisbane is today the
nation's third-largest metropolis - and one of the most desirable places to live in the
country. Lying on the banks of the meandering Brisbane River, this cosmopolitan city
boasts elegant 19th-century sandstone buildings, a lively cultural scene and superb
parklands. Brisbane is also your gateway to uniquely Australian adventures, be it the
theme parks of the Gold Coast or Queensland's dazzling beaches.

The beaches south of Brisbane form Queensland's Gold Coast. Travel tip: Brisbane is
pronounced "Bris-bin."

Points of Interest

1 Gold Coast

With 26 miles of beaches, resort hotels, restaurants,
shopping malls, a casino, luxury homes and golf
courses, the Gold Coast serves as both Australia's
vacation and retirement capitals.

2 Australia Zoo

Founded by the late Steve Irwin, TV's "Crocodile
Hunter," this 70-acre zoo is home to exotic wildlife,
such as fresh and salt-water crocodiles, koalas,
kangaroos and giant pythons.

3 Mt. Tamborine

Lying inland from the famous Gold Coast, this
volcanic plateau is a fertile landscape of national
parklands, rainforests, and groves of macadamia nut,
kiwi fruit and avocado.

4 XXXX Brewery & Alehouse

More than just a brewery tour, this famed Irish
alehouse is home to the iconic "XXXX" brand beer. A
visit provides insight into over a century's old legacy
and its place in Queensland history.

5 Surfers Paradise

This beach was voted one of the best beaches in the
world, with wide golden sands and excellent surf. It is
located on Queensland's famous Gold Coast of luxury
resorts and designer shops.

6 SkyPoint

Rising 230 meters into the sky with 360-degree views,
the Q1 Deck is a spectacular vantage point on the
world's tallest residential tower, and boasts the
highest point on all of the Gold Coast.

7 Montville

Settled in 1887, this village is often described as the
"Creative Heart of the Sunshine Coast," home to art
galleries, artisans, crafters' workshops and restored
Victorian cottages.

8 Brisbane River

A popular cruise tour venue, this river runs through
Brisbane and is the longest in southeast Queensland.
It was named after Governor of New South Wales,
Thomas Brisbane in 1823.
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Australia Zoo & the Sunshine Coast
BNE-105  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$149 e
You will visit...

2 Australia Zoo

7 Montville

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Experience the Australia Zoo, founded by the late Steve Irwin of Crocodile Hunter fame, and home to some of the world's most exotic
wildlife. See fresh and salt-water crocodiles, feed the kangaroos, cuddle a koala, hand-feed the Asian elephants and have your photo
taken with a giant python. There are 14 free wildlife shows daily and four shopping outlets on the grounds. You'll have approximately
three hours to explore the park at your own pace. At Montville, a charming mountain village, stroll along the Victorian cottages and
browse the storefronts for artwork, gifts, jewelry and other souvenirs. Lunch is on your own. Enjoy your choice of cafés and
restaurants offering artisanal dishes made from fresh, local produce and ingredients. Finally, you'll head back to the pier via the
Glass House Mountains. Relax on your ride as you relish the memories created on this full-day excursion.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Show times at Australia Zoo are subject to change and cannot be guaranteed. The drive to Australia Zoo and the return drive from
Montville to the ship are both approximately one hour long.

This tour operates on Sun Princess and Dawn Princess voyages only.

Mount Tamborine & the Gold Coast
BNE-115  Approximately 8.5 hours / From AUD$199 mF
You will visit...

1 Gold Coast

3 Mt. Tamborine

5 Surfers Paradise

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

On this full-day excursion, tour the Cedar Creek Estate & Winery on Mt. Tamborine. You'll visit a glow-worm grotto where thousands of
glow worms light up in order to attract their next meal. See a presentation and this unforgettable natural wonder. Next, enjoy wine-
tasting and lunch at the winery's restaurant overlooking a lake. Afterwards, use your free time to explore one of the area's villages.
Stroll the art galleries, studios and shops before embarking on a scenic canal cruise on Queensland's Gold Coast where you'll board
your watercraft for an approximately two-hour sightseeing cruise, passing the spectacular homes, resort hotels, beaches and the
skyline of the famous beach Surfers' Paradise. Devonshire tea will be served during your canal cruise. After docking, you'll transfer
back to the pier where your ship awaits offering many more adventures to come.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Wear comfortable walking shoes and bring a hat, sunglasses and sun protection.

Guests must be 18 to participate in wine tasting.
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City Drive & River Cruise
BNE-200  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$129

eF
You will visit...

8 Brisbane River

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Experience the sights and sounds of Brisbane on this half-day excursion. From Eagle Street Pier, you'll board the paddlewheel
riverboat Kookaburra Queen for an approximate 90 minute scenic cruise down the Brisbane River. During the ride, enjoy a delicious
lunch buffet including hot and cold entrees, salads, fruits, desserts, tea and coffee. Glide past Hamilton Hill and historic Newstead
House, Brisbane's oldest surviving residence dates from 1846. View the multimillion-dollar mansions at Norman Park, and cruise
through the cultural heart of the city. You'll continue by motorcoach through Fortitude Valley, a hub of city nightlife, and Chinatown, a
bustling section of the valley, which includes Chinatown Mall, a popular open-air shopping center. At Bartley's Lookout, take in a
bird's-eye view of the skyline before heading back to the pier where your ship awaits poised for your next adventure.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Sequence of tour stops may vary.

High Tea at the Palazzo Versace
BNE-260  Approximately 5.75 hours / From AUD$149

ef
You will visit...

1 Gold Coast

5 Surfers Paradise

6 SkyPoint

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Experience the glitter of Australia's Gold Coast. Enjoy high tea at the ultra-exclusive Palazzo Versace, the world's first Versace hotel
and vision of famed fashion designer Gianni Versace that opened in September 2000. Take in the views from the SkyPoint
observation deck located on the top of the Q1 Building. Rising 322.5 meters high, the Q1 is the tallest residential tower and the 25th
tallest building in the world. Enjoy the view from the highest point above the Gold Coast, boasting a spectacular 360-degree
panorama, stretching from the azure surf to the hinterlands and beyond. Enjoy free time browsing the upscale boutiques in the
Marina Mirage shopping center in the heart of Surfers Paradise or stop in to one of the cafés for a snack-always a great place to
people watch. Finally, board your motorcoach and relax on your ride back to the pier where your ship stands ready to take you on
your next adventure.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Travel time to and from Surfers Paradise is approximately 60 minutes each way.
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Airlie Beach, Australia
Airlie Beach is your gateway to the Whitsunday Archipelago. These 74 islands feature
pristine fringing reefs, calm, lagoon-like waters, and superb beaches. The archipelago is
one of Australia's premier playgrounds.

The Whitsundays were once mountains. Rising seas at the end of the Ice Age formed
the Whitsunday Passage between the islands and the mainland.

Points of Interest

1 Great Barrier Reef - outer reef

The Great Barrier Reef is one of the world's stunning
wonders. Half the size of Texas, it can be seen from
outer space, and boasts 2,900 individual reefs, 600
continental islands and 300 coral keys.

2Whitsunday Island - cruises

The Whitsunday Passage is home to many pretty
islands. Cruise past secluded beaches and coves,
discovering magnificent marine life and corals, as you
explore either Black Island or Hook Island.

3Whitsunday Island - resorts

Daydream Island is one of the most spectacular
resort in the Whitsunday Islands, offering snorkeling,
banana-boat rides, white-sandy beaches and the
world's largest, man-made coral reef lagoon.

4 Proserpine River & Crocodile

The Proserpine River is a unique eco-system boasting
wetlands and mangroves, which are home to many
species of birds, mammals and over 150 estuarine
crocodiles, known locally as 'salties'.

5 Proserpine Museum

The Proserpine Historical Museum chronicles the
history of the sugar and cattle industries in the
Whitsundays. View an authentic steam locomotive that
worked the sugar cane fields in the 1920's.

6Whitsunday Gold Coffee Plantation

The coffee industry in the Whitsunday Islands
flourished in the late 1880's and remains the number
one drink. The Whitsunday Gold Coffee Plantation
now farms 35 hectares of premium Arabica coffee.

7 Snorkeling

Put on your mask and get up close and personal with
Northern Australia's diverse sea life, including giant
graceful stingrays, familiar-looking orange and white
clownfish and unusual sea cucumbers.

8Whitehaven Beach

The most photographed beach in Australia, the
Whitsundays' Whitehaven Beach features pristine
sands and crystal-clear waters that shift in the tides,
revealing their breathtaking, ethereal beauty.
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The Great Barrier Reef Experience
WSY-100  Approximately 7 hours / From AUD$249 mF
You will visit...

1 Great Barrier Reef - outer reef

Max Group Size: 300

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Your half day adventure starts when you board your high speed catamaran for a cruise along the calm turquoise waters that
surround the beautiful Whitsunday Islands. The reef can be seen from outer space and boasts 2,900 individual reefs, 600 continental
islands and 300 coral keys. Accompanied by a marine biologist, journey to Knuckle Reef Lagoon, a fantastical underwater paradise,
which is home to over 200 different types of fish, and 150 types of hard and soft coral. Board the Knuckle Reef pontoon, where
activities include a sun deck, swimming and snorkeling, plus a glass bottom boat tour, and an underwater observatory where you
can view the coral and marine life. For an additional charge, snorkel around the reef with a guide. Certified and introductory scuba
dives are also available for an additional cost. Browse the small gift shop for underwater cameras, sarongs and souvenirs.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
The trip between the ship and pontoon is approximately 2 hours. Transit time varies in accordance to the position of the ship and
weather conditions.

Passengers prone to seasickness should take the necessary precautions; the passage over open water is sometimes rough.

The maximum age for introductory scuba tours is 55 years. 12 years is the minimum age for all scuba diving activities. There are
certain medical conditions that may prevent participation and waivers will be required to be completed for optional activities.
Certified divers must present their certification cards.

On the Ocean Princess voyage 7125, the similar tour will operate from Cairns.

O

Proserpine Museum & Gold Coffee Plantation
WSY-205  Approximately 3.5 hours / From AUD$99

ef
You will visit...

5 Proserpine Museum

6 Whitsunday Gold Coffee Plantation

Max Group Size: 45

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Your friendly guide will meet you at the Abel Point Marina before setting off across the Whitsundays for this thrilling half-day excursion
to the region's colorful past. Tour the delightful Proserpine Historical Museum, which chronicles the history of the Whitsunday's sugar
and cattle industries. View a steam locomotive called "Digger", that served in Europe during World War I, before ending its career in
the sugar cane fields in the 1920s. Head through more stunning countryside to the Whitsunday Gold Coffee Plantation, which proudly
farms 35 hectares of premium Arabica coffee. Enjoy an entertaining talk about coffee production, as well as a complimentary cup of
coffee and cake. Take home a bag of Whitsunday Gold Coffee. Travel to the Shute Harbor lookout to take pictures of this wonderful
harbor before heading back to Airlie Beach, where you will be free to independently explore the boutiques, cafes and beaches.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Bring your swimsuit, a towel, hat and adequate sun protection if you wish to visit the beach after your tour.
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Proserpine River & Crocodile Cruise
WSY-240  Approximately 7 hours / From AUD$169 eF
You will visit...

4 Proserpine River & Crocodile

Max Group Size: 31

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Your once-in-a-lifetime day trip into the Aussie bush starts with a short boat trip to Abel Point Marina, where you will board your bus
for an enjoyable journey to Proserpine, and the heart of sugar cane country. Your destination, via the charming city of Cannonvale, is
the estuary and wetlands of the Proserpine River, home to many fascinating species of birds, mammals and over 150 estuarine
crocodiles, known locally as 'salties'. Board your sightseeing boat for a scenic cruise through the mangroves, where accompanied by
your friendly guide, you will learn more about this unique ecosystem. Then enjoy a unique tractor-pulled wagon ride through the
Goorganga wetlands. Afterwards, sip a traditional Billy tea accompanied by freshly cooked damper, Australia's Bush bread. For lunch,
you will savor a delicious Aussie-style barbecue of meats and salads, eaten under a covered campsite.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Sequence of tour stops may vary.

#

Sail the Whitsundays
WSY-110  Approximately 7 hours / From AUD$249 mfF
You will visit...

2 Whitsunday Island - cruises

Max Group Size: 80

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Your amazing half-day cruise around one of the world's great wonders, starts when you board the Camira, a beautiful 85 foot sailing
catamaran. This futuristic catamaran boasts sleek lines and spacious deck areas, and is one of the world's fastest boats in Australia.
Enjoy a once-in-a-lifetime sail through the Whitsunday Passage on emerald waters past tropical islands, dazzling beaches and
secluded coves. If weather conditions permit, the captain will drop anchor close to a deserted island. Once on the beach, feel free to
take a dip in the water, snorkel or simply stroll along the white-sand beach. Morning or afternoon tea, and a barbecue lunch will be
served onboard the catamaran, while snacks and refreshments will be available throughout the day. Beer and wine is served
onboard the 'Camira' after 11am, and you will also be able to browse their small gift shop for souvenirs.

Child Price
12 years & under only
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Special Notes
This tour is dependent on sea and weather conditions. Snorkeling is available only if weather permits and is strictly at the sole
discretion of the vessel's captain.

Approximately two hours sailing time to Langford. Time on Langford 2 - 2.5 hours

Passengers who wish to go ashore at the secluded beach must descend a 5-step vertical ladder into a waiting dinghy. To ensure
the safety of all passengers, the captain of the vessel reserves the right to deny boarding to any passenger whose comfort and
safety may be at risk. Not recommended for passengers with limited mobility.

Smoking is only permitted within the designated areas onboard the catamaran.

Ocean Rafting Marine Safari
WSY-740  Approximately 4.5 hours / From AUD$169

s
You will visit...

2 Whitsunday Island - cruises

Max Group Size: 25

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

This super exciting half-day excursion starts with a short transfer to nearby Abel Point Marina, where you will meet your skipper and
board your high-speed motor-raft. Cruise through the stunning Whitsunday Passage, to either Black Island or Hook Island,
accompanied by your friendly guide. The reef, which can be seen from outer space, boasts 2,900 individual reefs and 300 coral keys,
and is half the size of Texas. As educational as it is fun, your eco-guide can tell you more about the reef's marine life, encouraging
you to keep your eyes peeled for sea turtles. For those hungry for a taste of adventure, receive basic snorkel instruction before
joining a guided snorkel along this spectacular reef. Then it's up to you to decide what to do next - either swim in the turquoise
ocean, relax on the white-sandy beach.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Tour operation is dependent on weather conditions. Your cruise may encounter rough seas. Recommended for passengers in
good physical condition;  passengers must sign a waiver before participation. Not suitable for passengers with mobility issues.
Wear a hat and bring your swimsuit, towel, sunglasses and adequate sun protection.

Daydream Island Resort
WSY-990  Approximately 6 hours / From AUD$169

mF
You will visit...

3 Whitsunday Island - resorts

Max Group Size: 150

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Daydream Island Resort offers you a super fun relaxing day out, where you get to choose how much or how little you do. A lunch
voucher will be given to you on arrival, so that you can enjoy a barbeque buffet lunch, with an assortment of desserts, served at your
leisure. There is a lagoon-style swimming pool, and almost every kind of beach activity. Head to Lovers' Cove, a secluded bay that
offers direct beach access to a coral reef. Snorkeling gear is available for hire. Go waterskiing, play mini-golf or enjoy bouncing on
the water on a banana-boat ride (extra charge). Daydream Island is also home to an outdoor aquarium; the world's largest, man-
made living coral reef lagoon system. The lagoons contain thousands of tropical fish, live corals and diverse sea creatures such as
sting rays, clown fish, sea cucumbers and star fish.

Child Price
12 years & under only
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Special Notes
Approximately four hours of free time is allowed on the island.

Passengers should bring swimwear, towel, hat, sunglasses, sunscreen lotion plus cash/credit card for activities, snacks/
refreshments and shopping.

Please be advised that additional activities may be offered once at Daydream Island and are subject to availability. Please note
that these activities are not operated by Princess Cruises and as such we cannot guarantee the safety of passengers engaging in
such activities. Accordingly, any passengers engaging in such activities do so entirely at their own risk.

The season for the box jellyfish and stingers generally starts with the onset of the wet across the top of northern Australia, usually
around October and lasts until April. Stinger suits and snorkel equipment are available on the island for hire.
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Port Douglas, Australia
In 1877, the aptly named James Venture Mulligan struck pay dirt on Hodgkinson River,
igniting the fabled North Queensland Gold Rush. At the height of the boom, Port
Douglas boasted 12,000 residents and 27 hotels. Bust inevitably followed boom, and
Port Douglas slid into decades of obscurity. Then came a second gold rush in the
1980s as tourists flocked to the North Queensland Coast. Located between the Wet
Tropics World Heritage Area and the Great Barrier Reef, Port Douglas provides a
perfect gateway to hardy adventurers en route to rainforest and reef.

In addition to its nearby scenic wonders, Port Douglas boasts several resorts ranging
from the Sheraton Mirage to the Daintree Eco Lodge and Spa in the heart of the
rainforest.

Note: Port Douglas is an anchorage port. Passengers transfer to shore via ship's tender.

Points of Interest

1 Skyrail Rainforest Cableway

Soar above Australia's World Heritage tropical
rainforest on a 6-person gondola. Immerse yourself in
an intimate rainforest experience that transports you
from the canopy to the rainforest floor.

2 Kuranda Scenic Railway

Ride this famous railway on a scenic journey that
takes you on a thrilling ride over bridges, through
tunnels and into the rainforest, passing spectacular
waterfalls and the magnificent Barron Gorge.

3 Rainforest Habitat

Discover the flora and fauna of three Australian
environments: the Wetlands, the Grasslands and the
Rainforest when you stroll through aviaries, wildlife
pavilions and have lunch with the lorikeets!

4 Great Barrier Reef

One of the seven wonders of the natural world, a
catamaran takes you across the Coral Sea to the reef,
where a variety of water activities enable you to
experience its magnificent marine life.

5 Daintree National Park & Mossman Gorge

A World Heritage Site, the park encompasses the
oldest rainforest area in the world. Magnificent vistas,
walking trails and a host of activities can be found
along with crocodiles, so please beware! Crystalline
water cascades over large granite boulders in the
Mossman River gorge. Lush rainforest scenery and
panoramic vistas make this a spectacular photo
opportunity.

6 Cairns

Known as the capital of Tropical North Queensland,
Cairns lies an hour to the south of Port Douglas. This
laidback city on Trinity Bay has something to offer for
everyone.

7 Tjapukai Aboriginal Cultural Park

Celebrate the Aboriginal culture when you spend a
day at a traditional Tjapukai camp. Throw a
boomerang, enjoy a dance performance, view ancient
artifacts and interact with these warm, native people.
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Scenic Train, Skyrail & Tjapukai Culture Park
PTI-105  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$199 mF
You will visit...

1 Skyrail Rainforest Cableway

2 Kuranda Scenic Railway

7 Tjapukai Aboriginal Cultural Park

Max Group Size: 45

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Explore a trio of attractions that showcase the scenic and cultural wonders of the Port Douglas region. Board the Kuranda Scenic
Railway and ride through the Kuranda Mountains, passing magnificent waterfalls, crossing 37 bridges and traveling through 15
tunnels in the Barron Gorge National Park. Then experience a soaring flight on the Skyrail Rainforest Cableway. The cableway spans
4 1/2 miles over pristine tropical rain forest. Glide above the rain forest canopy in a 6-person gondola cabin then descend through
the forest's layers. When you arrive at the Tjapukai Aboriginal Culture Park enjoy a buffet lunch then view exhibits and interactive
activities that showcase the culture of the rainforest people of tropical north Queensland. Seven separate arenas allow you to
experience every facet of this culture. A motorcoach ride returns you to port.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
The train is equipped with bench-style seating and is not air-conditioned.

Tjapukai is pronounced "jab-uh-kai."

Sequence of the tour may vary.

Skyrail Rainforest Cableway, Kuranda & Scenic Railway
PTI-110  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$199 e
You will visit...

1 Skyrail Rainforest Cableway

2 Kuranda Scenic Railway

Max Group Size: 45

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Explore magnificent scenery and cultural delights by air, train, and motorcoach. Thrill to a soaring flight over the rainforest's canopy
on the Skyrail Rainforest Cableway. Spanning 4 1/2 miles over pristine tropical rainforest, you'll glide above the treetops in a 6-person
gondola cabin that also descends through the forest's layers. Then, visit the charming village of Kuranda. Stop into the Visitors
Information Center to learn more about the region and the many activities and attractions available to you. Peruse the colorful shops,
art galleries, and craft displays. Take a complimentary guided bus tour of the quaint township, then treat yourself to lunch at one of
the cafés. Your next adventure has you riding the rails! The Kuranda Scenic Railway traverses through the Kuranda Mountains,
passing waterfalls, crossing 37 bridges, and traveling through 15 tunnels in the Barron Gorge National Park. The views are incredible!
Return to port via motorcoach.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
The train is equipped with bench-style seating and is not air-conditioned.

Wear comfortable walking shoes and clothing suited to the day's conditions. Bring a hat, adequate sun protection and insect
repellent.

Sequence of tour stops may vary.
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Kuranda Scenic Railway - Gold Class
PTI-150  Approximately 6 hours / From AUD$219 ef
You will visit...

2 Kuranda Scenic Railway

Max Group Size: 39

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Experience the grand days of rail travel when you enjoy Gold Class service on the Kuranda Scenic Railway. Built between 1882 and
1891 the Kuranda Scenic Railway connects Cairns with the Atherton Tablelands. This extraordinary railway traverses through the
Kuranda Mountains, passing magnificent waterfalls, crossing 37 bridges and traveling through 15 tunnels in the Barron Gorge
National Park. The views are incredible as you ride this historic passage. You'll travel in supreme comfort with Gold Class
accommodations, featuring a restored luxury carriage with brass fittings, plush interior and personal service. Enjoy a selection of
appetizers with sparkling wine or beer during your scenic rail trip. Kuranda is a charming Aboriginal township located on the Atherton
Tablelands. Enjoy free time to explore its array of shops, galleries and restaurants. A scenic motorcoach ride returns you to port.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Bring cash or credit cards for additional purchases.

Wear comfortable walking shoes and clothing suited to the day's conditions. Bring a hat, adequate sun protection and insect
repellent.

Sequence of tour stops may vary.

Cairns & Flecker Botanical Gardens
PTI-180  Approximately 7 hours / From AUD$89 ef
You will visit...

6 Cairns

Max Group Size: 45

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

WHAT YOU VISIT: Cairns and Flecker Botanical Gardens  WHAT YOU DO: Narrated city drive and free time to stroll through the
Botanical Gardens  SHOPPING: Souvenirs & Aborigine art and crafts at Tjapukai Aboriginal Cultural Park  REFRESHMENTS: Tea at
Tjapukai

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Admission to Tjapukai Cultural Park is not included (only entry to the gift shop & café for morning tea).

Bring cash or credit cards for additional purchases.

Wear comfortable walking shoes and clothing suited to the day's conditions. Bring a hat, adequate sun protection and insect
repellent.

Sequence of tour stops may vary.
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Cairns City Drive & Skyrail Rainforest Cablecar
PTI-290  Approximately 6 hours / From AUD$129 e
You will visit...

1 Skyrail Rainforest Cableway

Max Group Size: 45

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Experience a thrilling eco-adventure when you soar above the rainforest canopy on the exciting Kuranda Skyrail. Board your
motorcoach for a scenic drive en route to the Skyrail's base station where you'll board your gondola. Climb above the rain forest
marveling at the amazing views of Australia's World Heritage listed Tropical Rainforest. Learn about this fascinating area as your 6-
passenger gondola cabin provides intimate sights of this spectacular environment on a 4.5 mile adventure. The journey ends in
Kuranda where you'll re-board the motorcoach and drive through this colorful village stopping at a lookout point for views of the
surrounding cities. Continue on a narrated drive of Cairns, taking in the city's wonderful tree-lined esplanade, the protected
mangroves, and the lively marina. Enter the business district and learn the city's colorful history. The motorcoach ride continues back
to port.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Cairns is pronounced "cans."

#

P

The Great Barrier Reef
PTI-100  Approximately 7 hours / From AUD$339 mF
You will visit...

4 Great Barrier Reef

Max Group Size: 300

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Discover the kaleidoscope world of the Great Barrier Reef on a catamaran cruise to the outer reef. Board your fully equipped vessel
with both covered areas and a sunning deck. Your tour includes morning tea and lunch. During the passage, a marine naturalist
hosts an informative presentation on the reef complex. When you arrive at the pontoon you will have approximately 3 hours of free
time to indulge in a variety of aquatic activities. The area has some of the best snorkeling in the world. Enjoy a guided coral viewing
from a glass bottom boat, and watch a fish-feeding exhibition. There is an underwater theater and an onboard marine touch tank.
Helicopter rides, guided snorkeling and scuba diving are available for an additional charge. A lovely lunch is served featuring a hot
and cold buffet. At the end of your day of fun and sun, cruise back to port.

Child Price
12 years and under only
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Special Notes
Credit cards and local currency are accepted for additional activities and purchases onboard the catamaran and pontoon.

The cruise between Cairns and the outer reef takes approximately 90 minutes each way. Passengers prone to seasickness should
take the necessary precautions;  the passage can be rough in the approximately 20 miles of open sea between shore and the
reef.

The minimum SCUBA diving age is 12 and the maximum is 70. Please note, a parent/guardian must accompany those between 12
and 18 years of age and provide a letter of consent. All participants should be in good health, will be required to complete an on-
board medical questionnaire and must participate in a 30-minute dive brief.

Passengers wishing to participate in certified diving (additional cost) must present their current certification card along with proof
of last dive.

This tour duration depends on the vessel.

@

Mossman & Daintree Region
PTI-260  Approximately 5 hours / From AUD$139 ef
You will visit...

5 Daintree National Park & Mossman
Gorge

Max Group Size: 45

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Adventure enthusiasts will relish an in-depth exploration of the rainforests and rivers of North Queensland's famed "Wet Tropics."
Board your motorcoach for a scenic drive through Mossman to Daintree Village, a historic lumber town. Step back in time as you
stroll the quiet streets and peruse the shops for locally made souvenirs. Then, board a sightseeing cruise up the Daintree River. Your
guide will point out the wildlife that frequents the riverbanks and will share the history of the area. Keep an eye out for crocodiles!
Your final stop on this exciting day is the exceptional Wildlife Habitat, a wildlife park offering an interactive eco-friendly experience.
Walkways bring you up close and personal to over 120 species of wildlife and three unique environments. You can feed kangaroos,
wallabies, and ducks, pat a koala or a snake, and photograph crocodiles, cassowaries, and tree kangaroos. Return to port via
motorcoach.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Please heed the warnings - crocodiles frequent the riverbanks at Daintree.

Wildlife sightings are commonplace but cannot be guaranteed.

Wear warm-weather clothing and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, waterproof windbreaker, adequate sun protection and
insect repellent.

Tour sequence may vary.
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Cairns On Your Own
PTI-295  Approximately 5 hours / From AUD$49 m
You will visit...

6 Cairns For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

For passengers with an independent spirit, motorcoach to Cairns, the main center of Northern Queensland and enjoy free time to
explore the city on your own. Travel along a scenic coastline to Cairns, the fourth most popular destination in Australia. There is much
to see and do in Cairns when exploring independently. Flecker Botanic Gardens is a beautiful place to learn about the flora and
fauna native to Australia. A visit to the Cairns Regional Gallery is a chance to see art and exhibitions that focus on Indigenous works.
A history of Cairns is presented in static and pictorial displays at the Cairns Museum. Cairns Esplanade features a large swimming
lagoon, picnic areas, walking tracks, and a playground. Visit The Pier, a shopping area selling popular Australian products and
sample restaurants and cafes, many with beachfront views. Meet the motorcoach at a designated time and drive back to port.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Credit cards or local currency is required for any purchases.
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Darwin, Australia
Closer to Indonesia than to any other Australian city, Darwin is the capital of the "Top
End" - the remote, vast Northern Territory. Home to more than half of the territory's
population, the city reflects the rugged endurance and individualism required to survive
the Outback. Darwin also boasts a colorful history to add to that heritage. During World
War II the Japanese bombed the city and threatened invasion. In 1974, Cyclone Tracy
cut a destructive swath through the region. In addition, man-eating crocodiles, tropical
monsoons, searing heat and bush fires that burn for weeks are all part of everyday life.

Locals in the Top End consume over 60 gallons of beer a year. All those empties don't
go to waste: Each year Darwin residents compete in the Beer Can Regatta, a race with
boats, rafts and other vessels manufactured out of beer cans.

Points of Interest

1 Territory Wildlife Park

Visit the Territory Wildlife Park, where the wildlife
includes birds of prey, magnificent cranes, dingoes
and crocodiles.

2 Litchfield National Park

Explore the Top End's famous Litchfield National Park.
The park is home to giant, magnetic termite mounds,
monsoonal rainforests and beautiful waterfalls
cascading from a massive sandstone plateau.

3 Harbor Cruise

See the historic city sites from the water including the
foreshore and city skyline while being regaled with
entertaining tales from Darwin's past.

4 Darwin Botanical Gardens

The Darwin Botanic Gardens are a wonderful place to
see mature, established landscaping and a wide
variety of plants.

5 Museum & Art Gallery of NT

This museum houses 1.2 million natural history
specimens and over 30,000 items of art and material
culture.

6 Parliament House

Pause and take in the Northern Territory Parliament
House. This fine Parliament Building occupies a major
historical site and showcases the fine craftsmanship
found in the territory.

7 Australian Aviation Heritage Center

The Australian Aviation Heritage Center is one of the
major aviation museums in Australia. The Center has
an impressive presentation of aircraft and displays
depicting the Territory's involvement in aviation.

8 Lyons Cottage

Built to house the staff of the British and American
Telegraph Company, the cottage is a fine example of
the colonial architecture common to India, Malaysia
and Singapore.
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City Sights & Harbour Cruise
DRW-240  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$159 e
You will visit...

3 Harbor Cruise

4 Darwin Botanical Gardens

7 Australian Aviation Heritage Center

You will see...

5 Museum & Art Gallery of NT

8 Lyons Cottage

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Your half-day excursion begins at the pier where you'll board your air-conditioned motorcoach and travel down the esplanade to Old
Darwin as you listen to stories of the city's colorful past. Your route takes in historic buildings, including the Joss House, Government
House, former Admiralty House, Lyon's Cottage and St. Mary's Cathedral, home to Aboriginal paintings of the Black Madonna and
Child. Pass the Botanical Gardens and the Old Fannie Bay Gaol en route to the East Point Reserve. Stop for a photo opportunity of
this undeveloped rocky headland with dramatic ocean views. Relax and enjoy the ride back to the ship, taking in the harbour views
along the way.

Child Price
12 years and under

Scenic City Drive
DRW-290  Approximately 2 hours / From AUD$59 e
You will visit...

4 Darwin Botanical Gardens

5 Museum & Art Gallery of NT

You will see...

6 Parliament House

8 Lyons Cottage

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Board your motorcoach and travel down the esplanade, hearing tales of the city's history as you proceed through old Darwin. Your
excursion begins at the pier where you'll board your air-conditioned motorcoach and ride down the esplanade while your guide
provides a history of the city as you proceed through old Darwin. Your route takes you past Darwin's historic buildings, including the
Joss House, Government House, and the former Admiralty House. Continue on to Lyons Cottage. Built to house the staff of the British
and American Telegraph Company, the cottage is a superb example of the colonial architecture common to India, Malaysia and
Singapore. Pause for photos at this beautiful site. Resume your tour, and pass the Botanical Gardens, the Northern Territory Museum,
and the Old Fannie Bay Gaol en route to East Point. At the end of your drive, return to the ship via Bayview Haven, taking in stunning
views of the harbor.

Child Price
12 years and under only
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Litchfield National Park: Termite Mounds & Falls
DRW-150  Approximately 7.5 hours / From AUD$179 sF
You will visit...

2 Litchfield National Park

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Travel approximately two hours south from Darwin to the Litchfield National Park. This fascinating, uniquely beautiful area was
originally the home of the Aboriginal Wagait people. Visit the famous Termite Mounds. One of Litchfield's unique sights, this collection
of hundreds of termite mounds standing over six feet high in a wide swathe of empty ground has the appearance of tombstones in a
graveyard. Continue on to Florence Falls. This spectacular double waterfall cascades into a swimming hole set in a pocket of
monsoon forest. The lookout high above the falls gives a wonderful panoramic view of the open valley and pool below. Pause for an
authentic Australian BBQ lunch at the Litchfield Café. After lunch, drive to Wangi Falls. The falls flow into a large, easily accessible
swimming hole surrounded by lush monsoonal rain forest making them Litchfield National Park's most popular attraction.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
The journey from Darwin to Litchfield National Park is approximately two hours in duration each way.

Swimming at Wangi Falls is subject to weather conditions; if flooded and at the discretion of the local guide, swimming will not be
permitted.

To make your day as enjoyable as possible, please ensure that you wear comfortable flat-soled shoes, clothing suited to the
weather conditions, a hat, and bring along a swimsuit, towel, insect repellent, sunscreen and bottled water.

Some of the walking at the park will be over uneven ground.

During Darwin's wet season, swimming may not be possible and adjustments to the itinerary may be required.

Territory Wildlife Park & Jenny's Orchid Garden
DRW-205  Approximately 5 hours / From AUD$139

mf
You will visit...

1 Territory Wildlife Park

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Board your motorcoach and travel along the Stuart Highway through Darwin. Leave the outer suburbs and enter the Outback's
desert landscape en route to Territory Wildlife Park. Set in 1,000-acres of bush, the park exhibits its wildlife in natural habitats. Board
an open-air shuttle train or walk the trails to visit each attraction. You will see birds of prey, reptiles, dingoes, wallabies and
barramundi. The park also boasts an aquarium with an underwater walk, where you will pass rock hole and billabong exhibits that the
water monitor, freshwater crocodile, and numerous turtle species call home. After visiting the park, continue on to Jenny's Orchid
Garden. The 2-acre garden is home to over 2500 orchid plants collected from around the world. Experience the wonders of one of
the most enchanting orchid gardens of Australia while enjoying a Devonshire tea.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Show times at the Territory Wildlife Park are subject to change and cannot be guaranteed.

Bring along additional cash/credit card to purchase a snack or lunch during your time at the Wildlife Park.
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Jumping Crocodiles Cruise
DRW-200  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$99 e

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Board your motorcoach and travel through the charming City of Darwin. Drive south on the Arnhem Highway to the vast wetlands
near the mouth of the Adelaide River, keeping an eye out for the area's unique wildlife and flora. When you reach the river, embark on
an hour-long riverboat cruise down the mighty Adelaide. Keep your camera at the ready to record the Northern Territory's unspoiled
beauty and the highlight of your trip - the river's famous jumping crocodiles.

WHAT YOU SEE ON YOUR RIVER CRUISE
Board your riverboat for an approximately 60 minute cruise on the Adelaide River. Keep your camera at the ready to record the
Northern Territory's unspoiled beauty and the highlight of your trip - the river's famous jumping crocodiles. As you cruise the banks
of the river, you will gain an understanding of these fascinating cold blooded reptiles and why, the crocodile that was believed to
be facing extinction 30 years ago, now numbers more than 80,000 in the waterways of Northern Australia.

WHAT YOU SEE ALONG THE WAY
Board your tour bus at the pier and travel through Darwin. Drive south on the Arnhem Highway to the vast wetlands near the mouth
of the Adelaide River, keeping an eye out for the area's unique wildlife and flora.

Special Notes
The travel time to and from the crocodile cruise launch site is approximately 1 1/4 hours each way.

To make your day as enjoyable as possible, please ensure that you wear comfortable flat-soled shoes, clothing suited to the
weather conditions, a hat, and bring along some sunscreen, insect repellent and bottled water.
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Bali (Benoa), Indonesia
For over a century, Bali has fascinated the Western imagination. The island embodies
the very essence of the exotic and mysterious East. Steep hillsides of tropical green
reveal terraced rice paddies while plantations of coffee, banana, cacao and fragrant
spices line the roads. Monkeys haunt the grounds of a sacred temple in a forest, while
traditional villages produce intricately stylized batik, superb jewelry and beautiful
paintings. And Balinese dance, with its angular movements and rhythms, remains
somehow stirring and shocking. Bali may be accessible, but it remains forever exotic.

For all Bali's scenic beauty, the island has weathered great natural disasters, from the
1963 eruption of Mt. Agung to a massive earthquake in 1976. The island emerged
relatively unscathed from the great tsunami of 2004.

Note: All motorcoaches are equipped with air-conditioning.

Points of Interest

1 Ubud

For over a century, Ubud has been the island's
foremost center for fine arts, dance and music. Home
to artists' workshops and galleries, the Sacred
Monkey Forest, temples, shrines, and monasteries
also dot the area.

2 Craft Villages

Admire the handiwork of skilled artisans in Mas
Village, renowned for woodcarving, Celuk, Bali's gold
and silversmith capital, and Tohpati, the center of
Balinese hand-weaving and batik-print making.

3 Denpasar

In addition to sandy beaches and surfing, Bali's
capital city also offers an art center, a museum,
department stores and restaurants.

4 Ubud Monkey Forest

Approximately 340 Balinese long-tailed macaques live
within the Sacred Monkey Forest. Many of the trees
are considered holy and used in various Balinese

5 Elephant Safari Park

An official Member of the World Zoo Association, the
Park offers visitors an opportunity to feed, touch, and
ride atop one of these gentle giants through their the
cool forest.

6 Taman Ayun Temple

One of six royal temples in Bali, the Taman Ayun
Temple, translated as "Garden Temple In The Water,"
is surrounded by a moat, which is filled with beautiful
lotus flowers.

7 Ayung River Rafting

Experienced guides take visitors on a thrilling class II
and III white water rafting along the Ayung River, Bali's
longest river.

8 Rice Terraces

The history of these stunning emerald-green
landscapes date back over 2,000 years when hard-
working farmers with primitive hand tools began
carving the stepped terraces out of steep hillsides.
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spiritual practices.
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Traditional Villages: Celuk, Penglipuran & Ubud
DPS-102  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$79 mF
You will visit...

1 Ubud

2 Craft Villages

You will see...

8 Rice Terraces For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

After a traditional Balinese welcome ceremony, you'll be on your way to an all-day excursion to some of the most exciting spots in
Bali. Once you board your motorcoach you'll travel through the unspoiled countryside, past emerald green terraced hillsides full of
rice paddies. Your first stop is the village of Celuk, known as the gold and silversmith capital of Bali, to watch a traditional artisan at
work and tour his workshop. Pura Kehan Temple is next. Built in 1206, this beautiful Hindu temple is carved in stone and erected on
three terraces into a mountain slope. Then, experience the local culture and customs with a visit to Penglipuran Village.  A buffet
lunch looking out over Mount Batur, an active volcano, is next. After lunch, you'll visit Ubud to shop for jewelry, woodcarvings, masks,
paintings and batiks. Your tour concludes with a scenic ride back to your ship.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Visitors at Kehan Temple must negotiate some steps. Dress in clothing that covers the knees.

Bring local currency for additional purchases.

Wear tropical clothing and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, insect repellant and adequate sun protection.

Sequence of tour stops may vary.

Mas, Ubud & Monkey Forest
DPS-110  Approximately 7.5 hours / From AUD$99 mF
You will visit...

1 Ubud

2 Craft Villages

4 Ubud Monkey Forest

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Bring local currency for additional purchases.

Wear tropical clothing and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, insect repellant and adequate sun protection.

Sequence of tour stops may vary.
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Denpasar Highlights
DPS-200  Approximately 5 hours / From AUD$49 e
You will visit...

3 Denpasar For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Enjoy a scenic drive to Denpasar, Bali's capital city. One of the many sites you'll visit is the Bali Museum. Although it may look like an
ancient royal palace, the museum was built in 1931. Inside, the museum's collections include traditional arts and crafts of Bali that
date from the Bronze Age to contemporary art. Nearby is the Jagatnatha Temple. Dedicated to the supreme Hindu god, Sanghyang
Widi Wasa, the Temple features a prominent "padmasana," which is a seven-tiered carved limestone throne of lotus blossoms. After a
tour of the National Dance Academy, you'll be treated to a brief recital and refreshments. For shopping, you'll have the opportunity to
visit a shop in Tohpati, considered the center of Balinese hand weaving and batik prints, to browse for browse for Balinese batik
cloth. Your tour concludes with a drive back to the pier along the coast and views of Denpasar's white sandy beaches.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Guests must negotiate some steps at the museum and the market.

Wear tropical clothing and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat and adequate sun protection.

Sequence of tour stops may vary.

$

Traditional Villages: Celuk, Penglipuran & Ubud (Guided in
German)
DPS-105  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$79

mF
You will visit...

1 Ubud

2 Craft Villages

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

WHAT YOU VISIT: Celuk - village famed for gold and silver jewelry, Kehan Temple - 11th century hillside shrine built on stepped
terraces, Penglipuran Village - see daily activities and visit the local school & Ubud - Bali's center of traditional painting  PHOTO STOP:
Tegalang - mountainside rice paddies  SHOPPING: Jewelry, batik, carvings, masks & painting  LUNCH: Balinese buffet  WHAT YOU
SEE: Terraced rice paddies, spice & tropical fruit plantations

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Visitors at Kehan Temple must negotiate some steps. Dress in clothing that covers the knees.

Bring local currency for additional purchases.

Wear tropical clothing and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, insect repellant and adequate sun protection.

Sequence of tour stops may vary.
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Batik Village & Historic Balinese Pavilion
DPS-115  Approximately 7.5 hours / From AUD$79 mF
You will visit...

2 Craft Villages For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Enjoy a day soaking in the art and culture of Bali. From the pier you'll take a scenic drive to Tohpati, the center for weaving and batik
printing. After observing the batik process you can try your hand at painting traditional batik designs and later, browse for souvenirs,
gifts and fine Balinese crafts. You'll also visit Kertha Gosa, the site of the former Hall of Justice. Built in the 18th century, its ceiling
features terrifying paintings depicting good vs. evil. During the day, you'll meet a traditional Balinese family, walk among the villagers,
stop by the local school and visit the Indonesian Heroes Cemetery. A buffet lunch will be served at the Mahagiri Resort, which offers
a spectacular view of Mount Agung, Bali's most holy mountain and active volcano. At the end of the day, you'll travel back to your ship
along the same scenic route.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Bring local currency for additional purchases.

Wear tropical clothing and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, insect repellant and adequate sun protection.

Sequence of tour stops may vary.

O

Tanjuk Village & Traditional Farming
DPS-170  Approximately 6.5 hours / From AUD$79 sF
You will visit...

6 Taman Ayun Temple For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Live the life of a Balinese farmer and spend the day in a rice paddy and climbing a coconut tree. Be sure to wear light clothing, wear
comfortable shoes, bring insect repellant and sun protection for a full day of hard work.  After the traditional Balinese welcome
ceremony your motorcoach will embark for Tanjuk Village where you'll meet the family you're working with, be given a hat and
mattock. Then, it's off to help with the chores in the rice paddy. Then, you'll head to the coconut plantation for a lesson in tree
climbing to harvest coconuts. After your workday is done, you'll sit down to a typical hearty lunch. On your return trip to the ship you'll
stop at the Taman Ayun Temple. Built in 1634 by the King of Mengwi for his family, the Temple is surrounded by a moat and filled with
beautiful lotus flowers.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Our most active shore excursion is offered to guests in top physical condition.

Wear tropical clothing and comfortable walking shoes. Bring insect repellant and adequate sun protection.
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Elephant Safari
DPS-470  Approximately 7.5 hours / From AUD$129 sF
You will visit...

5 Elephant Safari Park For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Riding an elephant is an unforgettable adventure. Set in over four acres of exotic botanical gardens, surrounded by lush forest, the
Taro Elephant Safari Park is home to 27 elephants that were rescued from deforestation in Central and Southern Sumatra. An official
member of the World Zoo Association, the Park not only meets international standards for animal care but is a sanctuary for the
endangered Sumatran elephants. First, you'll tour the Park's museum, then, you can watch the elephants bathe, help feed them, and
have your photo taken with them. But the highlight will be the thrilling elephant walk. Experienced park guides will help you climb up
atop one of these gentle giants. Then, you're off on an exciting, 35-minute guided walk. When you get back, enjoy a buffet lunch on
the terrace overlooking the elephant pool. Another scenic drive brings you back through Ubud to your ship.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Guests must complete a safety waiver prior to participation. Minors must be accompanied by a parent or adult guardian.

Bring local currency for additional purchases.

Wear tropical clothes and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat and adequate sun protection.

#

Ayung White Water Rafting
DPS-540  Approximately 6.5 hours / From AUD$119

sF
You will visit...

7 Ayung River Rafting For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Your whitewater rafting adventure begins with a picturesque drive through Bali's spectacular rainforest-covered hills, terraced rice
paddies, and tropical fruit and spice plantations. When you arrive at the rafting center you'll meet your professional and experienced
guides. After you receive your equipment, you'll be given a brief safety orientation, basic paddling instructions and practice. Once
you're in your raft, you'll paddle your way down the river past moss-draped ravines, dramatic gorges, cascading waterfalls, dense
jungle, towering cliffs and Hindu shrines. Be on the lookout for wild animals such as bats, black monkeys, and magpies in the trees
and along the banks. At the end of your ride, your guide will pull you ashore so you can hike up the path to shower and change.
Then, you're off for lunch at the Royal Pita Maha Resort and Spa followed by a trip back through Ubud to your ship.

Child Price
12 years and under only
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Special Notes
Guests must be able to swim. Minors must be accompanied by a parent or adult guardian.

Guests must be able to walk 500 steps down to the river and then walk 500 steps back up to the motorcoach.

Bring local currency for additional purchases.

Wear short, t-shirts and washable shoes or river shoes. Bring a towel, hat, sunglasses, adequate sun protection and a change of
clothes. Rafts are equipped with waterproof bags for storing dry items
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Fremantle, Australia
Lying at the mouth of the Swan River, historic Fremantle - founded in 1829 - is your
gateway to Perth, the capital of Western Australia. Situated on the banks of the Swan
River some 15 miles upriver from Fremantle, Perth is a bustling city where soaring high-
rises co-exist with elegant sandstone buildings from the colonial era. Life here moves at
a slower pace, so during your visit, relax and savor the bounties of Western Australia,
from the wonders of the bush to the wineries of the Swan Valley, from excellent
shopping to a leisurely cruise on the Swan River.

Perth's explosive growth in recent decades has engulfed the old historic port of
Fremantle - some 70 percent of Western Australia's population live in and around Perth.

Points of Interest

1 Swan River Cruise

This riverboat cruise from Perth to Fremantle offers
views of a restored brewery, the Royal Perth Yacht
Club, magnificent homes on Millionaire's Row and
Fremantle's busy inner harbor.

2 King's Park & Cottesloe Beach

Venture from Perth's premier park, home to hundreds
of species of native plants and birds, to Perth's most
popular beach, featuring glistening turquoise waters
and lush white sands.

3 Pinnacles

Millions of years of interaction between the elements
have transformed the ancient sea floor of Nambung
National Park into a forest of spires and mystical
forms (pinnacles) dotting desert sands.

4
Yanchep National Park & Aboriginal Interaction
Centre

Famous for its late-blooming wildflowers, this popular
bush reserve features beautiful walking trails, an
abundance of native flora and fauna, stunning caves
and an aboriginal cultural exhibit.

5 AQWA

Dedicated to the marine environments of Western
Australia, this magnificent walk-through aquarium
features live coral reefs, kelp beds and over 400
species of marine animals including sharks and
tropical fish.

6 Rottnest Island

Named in 1696 by a Dutch mariner who thought the
island's small marsupials resembled rats, this "rat's
nest" island features magnificent bays and beaches
and unique flora and wildlife.

7Western Australian Maritime Museum

Australia's long and colorful maritime history is
showcased in this museum which features
internationally acclaimed exhibits filled with relics and
artifacts salvaged from the coast's many shipwrecks.

8 Fremantle Prison

Built in 1855 to house imperial and colonial prisoners,
enemy aliens, prisoners of war and maximum-security
detainees, this prison's history includes hangings,
floggings, and dramatic convict escapes.
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Swan River Cruise & City Drive
JFM-100  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$99 mS
You will visit...

1 Swan River Cruise

2 King's Park & Cottesloe Beach

You will see...

8 Fremantle Prison

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

See the city sights on this full-day, moderately active, guided adventure via air-conditioned motorcoach through historic Fremantle en
route to the city of Perth. Journey past Fremantle Prison and the Round House, both built in the 1800s to house prisoners.  Travel
along the Esplanade and Beach Road, passing Victoria Quay and the Pensioner Forces Cottages. Visit Perth and enjoy a brief,
narrated orientation drive prior to disembarking for two hours of independent sightseeing and shopping. Stop at one of the city's
charming pubs or restaurants for lunch on your own. Board a riverboat for a cruise down the Swan River to Fremantle. Enjoy
complimentary beverages as your friendly Captain points out the passing sights including Perth's Bell tower, the Swan Brewery,
King's Park, the homes of the rich and famous on Millionaire's Row and finally Fremantle's bustling inner harbor.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Local currency is required for purchasing lunch.

This tour may operate in reverse.

Wear clothing suited to prevailing weather conditions and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, sunglasses and adequate sun
protection.

AQWA - The Aquarium of Western Australia
JFM-205  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$99 e
You will visit...

5 AQWA

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Discover the wonders of Western Australia with this leisurely, half-day, guided excursion via air-conditioned motorcoach to the
Aquarium of Western Australia (AQWA) the largest walk-through aquarium in Australia. Take in the tranquil beauty of displays featuring
five distinct regions reflecting the area's unique marine environments and amazing marine. Marvel at the 400 species of undersea
creatures including 14-foot sharks, giant stingrays, turtles and limestone reefs teeming with vibrantly colored tropical fish. Explore the
aquarium gift shop for a lovely selection of souvenirs. Visit nearby Sorrento Quay, the area's popular shopping and recreation center
featuring a charming boardwalk that extends over the glistening waters of Hillarys Harbour. Enjoy free time to peruse the specialty
shops, boutiques, cafés and restaurants that line the boardwalk.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Wear clothing suited to prevailing weather conditions and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, sunglasses and adequate sun
protection.
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City Drive & King's Park
JFM-295  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$59 e
You will visit...

2 King's Park & Cottesloe Beach

You will see...

8 Fremantle Prison

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Experience the highlights of Perth on this full-day, leisurely, narrated tour via air-conditioned motorcoach. En route travel through
historic Fremantle which offers views of Fremantle Prison and the Round House, built in the 1800's to house notorious prisoners.
Journey to Perth, located alongside the glistening Swan River. Drive through the city's exclusive suburbs, home to the rich and
famous. Pass Matilda Bay, the restored Swan Brewery and the Royal Perth Yacht Club (once home to the America's Cup). Visit Perth's
King's Park, a 1000-acre park featuring a combination of cultivated botanical gardens and wild, native bush. Enjoy free time to explore
the grounds. Indulge in the Treetop Walk which will have you looking down on majestic, towering trees. Peruse the gift shop for
souvenirs of your visit. Enjoy a photo stop at Cottleshoe Beach, Perth's most popular beach boasting stunning white sands, glistening
azure waters and a wide grassy esplanade.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Wear warm weather clothing and comfortable flat-soled shoes. Bring a hat, sunglasses and adequate sun protection.

This tour operates on Sun Princess and Dawn Princess voyages only.

@

Yanchep National Park
JFM-110  Approximately 7 hours / From AUD$179 sF
You will visit...

4 Yanchep National Park & Aboriginal
Interaction Centre

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Embark on a full-day guided adventure via air-conditioned mini-bus to Yanchep National Park. Enjoy a pleasant walk through this
breathtaking reserve which is home to koalas, kangaroos, emus and other native wildlife. Keep an eye out for the late-blooming,
colorful wildflowers for which Western Australia is famous. Take part in the Aboriginal Cultural Interaction as a park guide explains the
"Dreamtime" - the rich matrix of creation stories, custom and belief that constitutes the core of traditional Aboriginal life. Visit Lake
Monger to see the area's famed black swan. Indulge in a delicious, BBQ lunch at Yanchep National Park, a combination of cultivated
botanical gardens and wild, native bush that is home to unique flora and fauna. Explore the grounds or take the Treetop Walk which
will have you looking down on majestic, towering trees.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Wear clothing suited to prevailing weather conditions and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, sunglasses and adequate sun
protection.
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Pinnacles Desert
JFM-115  Approximately 12 hours / From AUD$159 mF
You will visit...

3 Pinnacles

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Take a scenic 145-mile drive through the stunningly beautiful Australian landscape to Cervantes, a small fishing village. Indulge in a
delicious,  two-course lunch at the Cervantes Hotel. Continue your journey to the nearby 1000-acre Nambung National Park, site of
the mystical Pinnacles Desert. Enjoy a narrated drive of this yellow quartz sand desert which features a forest of mysterious pillars
created by millions of years of complex interaction between lime, sand, wind and rain. Take free time to wander among the
magnificent formations on your own. Keep a keen eye out for a possible glimpse of the park's animals such as emus and kangaroos.
Contemplate the natural wonders you have witnessed during your scenic drive back to your Princess ship in the glistening harbor at
Fremantle.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
The drive from Fremantle to Cervantes is approximately 4 1/2 hours long with a rest stop along the way.

Please notify the onboard Shore Tour Manager as to your lunch preference at least 24 hours prior to arrival in port.

Wear clothing suited to weather conditions and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, sunglasses, adequate sun protection and
insect repellant.

Rottnest Island
JFM-125  Approximately 7 hours / From AUD$249 mF

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Explore Australia's own island getaway on this full-day, moderately active, guided tour that takes you, via ferry, to Rottnest Island. Then
board a motorcoach for a narrated scenic drive about this stunning island named for its native quokka - small marsupials which
resemble rats. As your knowledgeable tour guide regales you with the local history and culture, take in the beauty of the island's
unique flora and fauna. Savor the Mediterranean-style climate and the beauty of pristine bays featuring white sand beaches with
tumbling azure waves. Indulge in a buffet lunch at a charming local restaurant. Enjoy free time to experience (at your own expense)
the various activities offered. Choose to bike, swim, sunbathe or take a semi-submersible tour of the island's breathtaking and
colorful marine life. Take time to peruse the quaint boutiques and gift shops for souvenirs of your island adventure.

WHAT YOU VISIT
Rottnest Island  -  When he landed in 1696, Dutch mariner Willem de Vlamingh thought the island marsupials resembled giant rats
- he named his landfall Rat's Nest Island. This popular local playground boasts spectacular beaches and bays, indigenous flora
and unique wildlife. Explore the island on a one and half -hour scenic drive pausing at all interesting points along the way. Then,
enjoy some free time on the island where you may like to enjoy a semi-submersible "Underwater Explorer"  tour (own expense),
hire a bike and explore the island (own expense) or enjoy some free time for swimming, relaxing or exploring.

SHOPPING
The island is home to a small number of boutique gift shops.

LUNCH
A buffet lunch is provided at the Rottnest Lodge. Be sure to bring bottled water for your personal use throughout the day.

WHAT YOU SEE ALONG THE WAY
Transfer along Fremantle Wharf to the comfortable local ferry for the approximately 12-mile transit to Rottnest Island. On landing,
board your motorcoach for a narrated drive about Rottnest.
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Special Notes
Wear climate-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes, a hat, swim suit and bring a towel. Bring a hat, sunglasses,
adequate sun protection and insect repellent.
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Bunbury, Australia
Founded in 1836, Bunbury is the third largest city in Western Australia and a major
shipping and commercial center. Named after pioneer Lieutenant Henry Bunbury, the
town boasts well-preserved historic buildings and a superb seaside setting. Bunbury is
your gateway to the charms of Southwest Australia. To the east and south lie some of
Australian's most heralded wine producing regions. The beaches of Geographe Bay are
known to surfers around the world. And the sheltered waters of Koombana Bay are
home to a population of wild Bottlenose dolphins who are not averse to an occasional
swim with guests visiting their hometown.

In the past three decades, Western Australia has garnered international acclaim for its
wines. The Margaret River and Geographe wine districts have produced Shiraz and
chardonnay that rival the great wines of Europe.

Points of Interest

1 Tuart Forest National Park

A national park in the southwest region of Western
Australia, the park contains the largest remaining
section of pure Tuart (eucalyptus) forest in the world.

2Wineries

Margaret River boasts such world-class wineries as
Capel Vale, Voyager Estate and Vasse Felix. Each
offers tours, tastings and a selection of wines for sale.

3 Margaret River

Renowned for its wineries, great surf and beaches,
the Margaret River offers natural attractions,
cosmopolitan café strips, and top-notch restaurants
and cafés.

4 Cappuccino Strip (Victoria Strip)

A stop in Bunbury wouldn't be complete without a visit
to Victoria Street's "cappuccino strip," a great place to
unwind, café hop, shop and enjoy gourmet coffee and
sugary sweets.

5 Big Swamp Wildlife Park

The sanctuary is home to over 60 varieties of
Australian native birds and marsupials. Visitors are
invited to mingle among the animals and hand feed
the parrots and Western Grey Kangaroos.
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Margaret River Wine Trail & Wine Tasting
BUY-105  Approximately 7 hours / From AUD$249 eF
You will visit...

2 Wineries

3 Margaret River

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Your excursion begins as you travel south along the coast, passing the picturesque seaside towns of Dunsborough and Busselton
en route to the rolling hills and vineyards of the Margaret River. Upon arriving, you'll visit Leeuwin Estate for a tour and a tasting. Next,
you'll depart for Wise Vineyard, Margaret River's pioneering vineyard and winery. Here, too, you'll sample its wines, then you'll enjoy a
gourmet lunch in its restaurant boasting views of the Wilyabrup brook, Karri forest and original 1967 plantings. At both wineries, you'll
have the opportunity to purchase wines, collectibles and wine souvenirs.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Passengers must 18 or older for wine tasting. Tour availability is extremely limited.

Wear warm-weather clothing and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, sunglasses and adequate sun protection.

Capel Vale Winery & Tuart Forest National Park
BUY-110  Approximately 7 hours / From AUD$229 eF
You will visit...

1 Tuart Forest National Park

2 Wineries

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Your tour begins with a scenic drive to Tuart Forest National Park, home to the last tall Tuart trees in Western Australia. Upon arriving,
you'll embark on a guided forest walk and witness the towering Tuart and other native flora. Next, you'll drive through farmland and
vineyards to Capel Vale Winery. You'll tour the winery and taste recent vintages, and have an opportunity to purchase wines, before
sitting down to a three-course lunch in the winery restaurant. You'll continue to Busselton, a picturesque seaside town on the shores
of Geographe Bay. Here, you'll have free time to stroll the longest wooden jetty in the Southern Hemisphere or visit local galleries and
craft studios, before departing for the pier.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Passengers must 18 or older for wine tasting. Tour availability is extremely limited.

Wear warm-weather clothing and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, sunglasses and adequate sun protection.
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Collie River Cruise
BUY-240  Approximately 2.5 hours / From AUD$149 eF

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

You'll take in spectacular views of rolling farmlands, forests and valleys as you enjoy a buffet lunch accompanied by music. Expect to
see many forms of flora, magnificent pelicans and birdlife, and cows on the working farms along the riverbank. Around 100
bottlenose dolphins make their permanent home in Koombana Bay and the adjacent waterways, Leschenault Inlet and the Collie
River. As you cruise the river, keep your eye out for dolphins frolicking in the fresh water. These relatively robust dolphins sport a
usually short and stubby beak (hence the name, "bottlenose'). After a delicious meal, you'll cruise back to Riviera Way, witnessing the
million dollar mansions of the Grand Canals, just moments from Bunbury's retail and entertainment hub and the best beaches.

YOUR LUNCHEON CRUISE
Board your riverboat for a leisure cruise up the pristine waters of the Collie River. Savor a lunch buffet as your cruise past classic
homesteads, pastures and rolling hills of Southwest Australia. Cruise back to Riviera Way while absorbing all the magnificent views
including the majestic homes on the Grand Canals whilst listening to some lovely cruising music.

$

O

City Walking Tour
BUY-380  Approximately 1.5 hours / From AUD$69

m
You will visit...

4 Cappuccino Strip (Victoria Strip) For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Embark on a half-day, guided walking tour of Bunbury's city center. Your tour begins with a short drive to the Bunbury Visitors Centre
located in the historic Railway Station, a turnof-the-century building with classic architecture. Together with your guide, you'll stroll to
Bicentennial Square and get caught up in the energy of the bustling markets, and pass through the Entertainment Precinct with its
the six-screen Grand Cinema Complex and Bunbury Entertainment Centre. You'll witness the cosmopolitan atmosphere of the
"Cappuccino Strip" on Victoria Street, home to Bunbury's best restaurants and watering holes, and the magnificent Bunbury Regional
Art Galleries housed in the former convent of the Sisters of Mercy. You'll also pass the Stirling Street Historic Precinct where you'll
discover other turn-of-the-century buildings. Also on your itinerary is the Bunbury Waterfront Precinct, a recently refurbished public
waterfront along the coast, boasting a new marina, and a choice of restaurants and taverns.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Wear clothing suitable for the days weather conditions and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat, sunglasses and adequate sun
protection.
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City Drive & Big Swamp Wildlife Park
BUY-205  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$99 e
You will visit...

5 Big Swamp Wildlife Park

You will see...

4 Cappuccino Strip (Victoria Strip)

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Explore Bunbury on a narrated drive around town before stopping at the Big Swamp Wildlife Park. Board your air-conditioned
motorcoach and travel past the turn of the century Railway Station and Bicentennial Square. Continue by the Entertainment Precinct
near the city centre and pass the Regional Art Galleries, the former convent and chapel of the Sisters of Mercy is today the region's
major art gallery. Travel down the 'Cappuccino Strip' past the numerous cafes and boutiques. Then, hop off and explore the Big
Swamp Wildlife Park, the Sanctuary is home to over 60 varieties of Australian native birds and marsupials. Meet the Sanctuary's free-
ranging kangaroos and offer them a hand-held treat.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Use care when hand-feeding parrots - they often nip the hand that feeds them.
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Albany, Australia
On December 26, 1826 - Boxing Day - Major Edmund Lockyer and his party of convicts
and soldiers landed at Princess Royal Harbor to establish a penal colony. Originally
named Frederickstown in honor of the Duke of York and Albany, the first European
settlement in Western Australia was renamed Albany in 1832. Thanks to its superb
harbor, the town quickly became a busy port. Albany served as a coaling station for
steam ships, as a commercial outlet for the rich farms of the interior, and as a base for
the highly profitable whaling industry. The whaling station at Frenchman Bay was the
last whaling station in all Australia, closing in 1978. Today it is home to Whale World, one
of the world's largest whaling museums.

This small city of some 25,000 souls is off the beaten track. Which makes exploring all
the more fun, whether visiting Whale World Museum or touring one of the area's
excellent wineries.

Points of Interest

1 Torndirrup National Park

This rugged coastal landscape covers nearly 10,000
acres and is home to dramatic granite formations
such as The Gap and the Natural Bridge, carved over
thousands of years by the Great Southern Ocean.

2 Tree Top Walk

In Australia's Valley of the Giants national park, stroll a
walkway that rises up nearly 125 feet above the forest
canopy. View the grove of old growth tingle trees
known as the Ancient Empire.

3Whale World

Step back in time to Albany's historic whaling station,
with interactive exhibits and three theaters, featuring a
giant whale skeleton, a 3D whale movie and an audio
re-enactment of a whale chase.

4
King George Sound Cruise & Kalgan River
Cruise

Embark on a whale watching excursion in the cliff-
lined scenic bay of King George Sound, or look
underwater from your glass-bottom riverboat as your
guide regales the history of the Kalgan River.

5 Princess Royal Fortress

As a strategic port, fortifications were built on Mt.
Adelaide in 1893. Take in panoramic views of the
harbor, tour the restored structure and view historic
photos of troops on their way to Gallipoli.

6 Albany Wind Farm

Situated along the Torndirrup peninsula, this wind
farm of 12 gigantic turbines features a pathway that
boasts spectacular views of the rugged, windswept
coast and a lookout for whale watching.

7 Mt. Romance  The Sandalwood Factory

On Mt. Romance, discover the process of making
sandalwood oil. Valued for centuries, its use ranges
from perfume to medicinal purposes. Take a tour and
then visit the cafe, spa and gift shop.

8 Australian Wineries

Before a plague wiped out many ancient plantings in
Europe, several hundred vine cuttings were brought
here. So today, Australia boasts some of the oldest
vines, and award-winning wines, in the world.
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Albany By Horse Drawn Wagon
ALH-260  Approximately 2 hours / From AUD$159 e

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

This unique tour takes you on a tour of historic Albany by horse-drawn trolley with a guide in period costume. See the city
accompanied by an actor portraying Albany's founder Major Edmund Lockyer in full military regalia. View the city's restored Victorian
buildings as you pass the Courthouse, Rotunda and the Old Post Office. Visit the Old Gaol Museum. Built in 1852 as a convict depot,
today it is a museum with exhibits including Aboriginal artifacts and relics from the penal colony. Continuing on, you'll also visit the
Patrick Taylor Cottage Folk Museum. This 11-room, daub-and-wattle cottage is the oldest surviving building in Western Australia, built
circa 1832. En route back to the pier, stop at the replica of the "Amity," the ship that in 1826 sailed from Sydney into Princess Royal
Harbor under the command of the real Major Edmund Lockyer with orders to form a settlement at King George Sound. Your guide
might even pose for a picture.

WHAT YOU VISIT
Old Gaol Museum  -  Built in 1852 as a convict depot, the Old Gaol is today a museum with exhibits chronicling Albany's history.
The displays include Aboriginal artifacts and relics from the penal colony.

Patrick Taylor Cottage Folk Museum  -  Built circa 1832, this 11 room, daub-and-wattle cottage is the oldest surviving building in
Western Australia.

PHOTO OPPORTUNITY
Brig "Amity"  -  "Amity" landed Major Edmund Lockyer and his party on the shores of Princess Royal Harbor on Boxing Day 1826.

WHAT YOU SEE ALONG THE WAY
Meet Major Edmund Lockyer - dressed in full regimentals - for a leisurely trolley ride around Albany. View the city's restored
Victorian buildings including the Courthouse, Rotunda, and Old Post Office.

Special Notes
To make your day as enjoyable as possible, please ensure that you wear comfortable flat-soled shoes, clothing suited to the
weather conditions, a hat, SPF30+ or higher factor sunscreen and bottled water.

!

P

Princess Royal Fortress & Torndirrup National Park
ALH-200  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$119

e
You will visit...

1 Torndirrup National Park

5 Princess Royal Fortress

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Take a narrated drive that visits Albany's most significant highlights on this half-day excursion. After a city drive, head to Mt. Clarence
Lookout for 360-degree views of Princess Royal Harbour, King George Sound and the Albany Wind Farm. At Torndirrup National Park,
see dramatic land formations called "The Gap" and "Natural Bridge." The Gap drops 78 feet to the raging sea while the Natural Bridge
resembles a huge granite suspension bridge spanning the torrent. Continue on to Middleton Beach, Albany's popular swimming
beach. Stroll the boardwalk that offers sweeping views of the city and coast. At Princess Royal Fortress, discover Australia's first
federal fortress. Inspect the gun emplacements, the old granite military rooms and the weatherboard barracks. The restored Military
Institute houses a Visitors Center and Tea House, which you will have time to visit before boarding your motorcoach for the return
route to your cruise ship.
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Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
The approximate 15-minute walk from Ellen Cove to Rotary Lookout travels uphill gradient and is not suitable for passengers with
limited mobility.

Torndirrup National Park & Whale World
ALH-205  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$129 e
You will visit...

1 Torndirrup National Park

3 Whale World

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Discover Albany's natural wonders on this half-day excursion. Visit Torndirrup National Park and view dramatic rock formations called
"The Gap" and "Natural Bridge," and formed by the waves over time. The Gap drops 78 feet to the raging sea while the Natural Bridge
resembles a huge granite suspension bridge spanning the torrent. Next, visit a museum dedicated to whales. Whale World Museum
is an award-winning interactive museum housed at the former Cheynes Beach Whaling Company. In its heyday, the Station's chasers
took up to 850 whales a year. The museum features over 20 exhibits, three state-of-the-art multimedia theatres, and a restored
Cheynes IV whale chaser. You will have time to visit the gift shop before re-boarding your motorcoach for the return route back to
your cruise ship.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Torndirrup National Park & Albany Wind Farm
ALH-215  Approximately 3.5 hours / From AUD$99 m
You will visit...

1 Torndirrup National Park

6 Albany Wind Farm

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Explore the natural resources of the coastline on this small group tour. On this half-day excursion, visit Torndirrup National Park and
view dramatic rock formations called "The Gap" and "Natural Bridge," formed by the unrelenting waves over time. The Gap drops 78
feet to the raging sea while the Natural Bridge resembles a huge granite suspension bridge spanning the torrent. Next, visit Albany
Wind Farm. Situated on the edge of a cliff overlooking the coast, this eco-friendly farm consists of twelve 1,800-kilowatt wind turbines,
each 213 feet tall with enormous 115-foot-long blades. The wind turbines are some of the biggest in the world and the largest to be
installed in the southern hemisphere. Take the pathway along the cliff that leads to an outlook. Take in the breathtaking scenic views
of the coastline before re-boarding your motorcoach for the transfer back to the port and your cruise ship.

Excursion Length
46

Child Price
12 years and under only
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Oyster Harbour & Kalgan River Cruise
ALH-240  Approximately 4.5 hours / From AUD$159 e
You will visit...

4 King George Sound Cruise & Kalgan
River Cruise

Max Group Size: 32

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Take a half-day excursion on a catamaran along scenic Princess Royal Harbour and King George Sound where the coastal
landscape boasts sandy beaches, verdant green hillsides and a steady horizon of sparkling blue. Keep watch for seals, whales,
dolphins and seabirds. Your knowledgeable and friendly crew will be on hand to point out sightings of an abundance of marine life.
Your "Sail-A-Way" vessel is a motorized catamaran that features a 360-degree walk-around deck along with a comfortable cabin
equipped with DVD screens. Bring your swimsuit, as the restroom is equipped with showers for those who wish to take a swim, time
permitting. Otherwise, relax, sit back and take in the scenery while enjoying tea with homemade scones, jam and cream.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Passengers must be 18 or older to participate in wine tasting.

Princess Royal Harbour & King George Sound Cruise
ALH-245  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$159 ef
You will visit...

4 King George Sound Cruise & Kalgan
River Cruise

Max Group Size: 40

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

WHAT YOU VISIT: Princess Royal Harbour and King George Sound  WHAT YOU DO: Scenic cruise on catamaran "Sail-A-Way"
equipped with a 360-degree walk-around deck & comfortable cabin  REFRESHMENTS: Tea or coffee with homemade scones, jams
and cream  WHAT YOU SEE: Albany city sights & possibly dolphins, seals and whales

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Dress warmly and bring a hat, sunglasses and adequate sun protection. Guests who wish to take a brief swim, time permitting,
should bring their suit and a towel.

Valley of the Giants Treetop Walk
ALH-470  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$249

sF
You will visit...

2 Tree Top Walk

8 Australian Wineries

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Travel the South Coast Highway to Denmark where you'll walk among the tree tops through the "Valley of the Giants" at Walpole-
Nornalup National Park. Take a walk some 120 feet above the forest floor for a bird's-eye view of the ancient, old-growth trees on the
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Treetop Walk. Afterwards, enjoy a lunch buffet at the Southern End Restaurant with panoramic views. Next, travel along the coast of
William Bay National Park. The spectacular scenery includes a group of gray rocks that resemble elephants resting peacefully in the
water. Look for the Green Pool, a sea pool with brilliant blue-green water. At Howard Park Wines, you will visit the Denmark Cellar Door
for a tour of the winemaking facility followed by a tasting. The estate produces Chardonnay, Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc, Cabernet
Sauvignon and Merlot. Wine and vintner collectibles are available at the gift shop following your tour.

Child Price
12 years and under only

Special Notes
Passengers must be 18 or older to participate in wine tasting.

Additional lunchtime beverages can be purchased at your own expense.
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Adelaide, Australia
Founded in 1836, this graceful city lies nestled on the coastal plain between Gulf St.
Vincent and the Adelaide Hills. Adelaide was the vision of Colonel William Light,
Australia's Surveyor General, who created a one-mile-square grid for the city's center
and surrounded it with a belt of stunning parkland. Today, Adelaide is a metropolis of
over one million people, boasting wide, tree-lined boulevards, superb Victorian and
Edwardian architecture, tranquil parks, world-class shopping, and the highest number
of restaurants per capita of any city in Australia.

Beyond the city and the rugged Adelaide Hills lie the Barossa and Eden Valleys. Here
Australian vintners are winning international acclaim for their Cabernet Sauvignon,
Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc and Shiraz.

Points of Interest

1 Barossa Valley

Barossa's history of wine-making goes back to when
European settlers arrived here 150 years ago. The
most important wine-making region in Australia
thanks to its Mediterranean climate, it is home to the
internationally renowned Jacob's Creek winery.

2 McLaren Vale

McLaren Vale is a beautiful wine-making region that
boasts a balmy Mediterranean climate and many of
Australia's finest vineyards, as well as picturesque
estates that grow olives and almonds.

3 Mount Lofty

At 2,100 feet above sea level, the summit of beautiful
Mount Lofty offers dramatic views of Adelaide city
sprawling below, and on a clear day, the breath-
taking South Australia coast.

4 Hahndorf

Founded by German Lutherans in 1839, this pretty
town boasts leafy streets, quaint cottages, as well as
the Hahndorf Academy, home to works of art from
revered Australian painter, Sir Hans Heysen.

5 Botanic Gardens

Founded in 1855, the 41-acre garden complex features
a superb collection of ornamental plants including
palms, bromeliads and cycads. The garden also
boasts an excellent collection of mature trees and
shrubs.

6 Haigh's Chocolates

An Australian institution since 1915, the factory is world
renowned for its superb chocolates. Visitors can
watch the chocolate making process, and also
indulge in a chocolate tasting.

7 Glenelg

Founded in 1836, Adelaide's palindromic suburb is the
oldest European settlement in South Australia.
Glenelg is also one of the city's most popular
destinations, famed for its beaches.

8 Cleland Wildlife Park

Situated on the slopes of Mount Lofty in the Adelaide
Hills, this award-winning wildlife reserve opened in
1967 and offers a real bush experience. Animals living
here include koalas and kangaroos.
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City Drive & Glenelg
ADL-280  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$59 e
You will visit...

7 Glenelg

You will see...

5 Botanic Gardens

6 Haigh's Chocolates

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

This delightful, half-day guided tour takes you through Adelaide city as well as some of the region's coastal towns including pretty
Glenelg, a charming seaside resort. Stop first at Rundle Mall, the city's shopping district for a stroll around this retail paradise. Open
since 1976, the mall is now home to more than 600 shops, and features several beautifully restored, 19th-century arcades. Meet back
at the bus for a scenic drive to the charming seaside town of Glenelg. Founded in 1836, Glenelg is the oldest European settlement in
South Australia, and was named after Lord Glenelg, a member of the British Cabinet. Enjoy free time to explore the souvenir shops,
restaurants and cafés along Jetty Road, named after the original jetty which was constructed in 1857. Before heading back to port
enjoy a photo stop at stunning Colonel Light's Lookout, which is located on top of pretty Montefiore Hill.

Child Price
12 years and under only

$

P

Barossa Valley & Wine Tasting
ADL-315  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$159 eF
You will visit...

1 Barossa Valley

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

A truly memorable day beckons as you head deep into beautiful wine country. The Barossa Valley's wine-making history goes back
to when European settlers arrived here 150 years ago. Today, it is Australia's most important wine producing region, and your first
stop will be the Yaldara Estate, perched high on a hill overlooking the North Para River. Tour its wonderful cellars and vineyards - and
maybe purchase some of its wines,  before heading to the world famous Jacob's Creek winery. Your tour begins at the Visitors'
Center, and includes a tasting. After a delicious lunch, head to the quaint town of Tanunda, which was founded by German settlers in
the 1850s. Heading back to Adelaide, stop at Mengler's Hill Lookout, which was named after a wine pioneer, and offers excellent
views of the valley's vineyards.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Dawn Princess voyage D208 (departing March 16, 2012) will arrive in Adelaide on Good Friday. For this call an alternate winery will
be visited as Jacob's Creek Winery will be closed.  Some stores in Tanunda wil also be closed.

Passengers must be 18 or older to participate in wine tasting.

The drive from the pier to Barossa Valley is approximately 1 1/2 hours long.
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City Drive & Cleland Wildlife Park
ADL-100  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$129 mF
You will visit...

3 Mount Lofty

8 Cleland Wildlife Park

You will see...

5 Botanic Gardens

6 Haigh's Chocolates

Max Group Size: 45

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

This enjoyable city and wildlife tour of Adelaide, the fifth largest city in Australia, starts the minute you board your air-conditioned
motorcoach for a guided drive through stunning native bushland to the Adelaide Hills. Arriving at the Cleland Wildlife Park, you can
pet and feed the Australian wildlife that includes kangaroos, koalas, wallabies, emus and cockatoos. Then travel to the top of Mount
Lofty for a delicious lunch, served at a restaurant that offers dramatic views of the city, the plain and the coastline. Returning to
Adelaide, your city tour will continue with a brief stop at Colonel Light's Lookout, which is named after Adelaide's founding father.
From this perfect panoramic vantage point you will view the entire city and the Adelaide foothills. Then journey to the fabulous Rundle
Mall shopping center featuring over 600 shops for some retail therapy, before heading back to your ship.

Child Price
12 years & under only
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Melbourne, Australia
Victoria may be Australia's smallest continental state, but Melbourne, its capital, is big
on everything. With a population of 2.7 million people living in 59 separately named
communities within 715 square miles, Melbourne is a sprawling city offering culture, art,
fashion and friendly, sports-minded Australians. It is also an easy city to explore. At the
heart of the city is the Golden Mile, the city's governmental and commercial center,
home to hotels, shops, restaurants and theaters.

Originally part of New South Wales, Victoria became a colony in its own right in 1851. The
discovery of gold propelled Melbourne's growth to prominence and prosperity.

Travel Tip: Melbourne is pronounced "mell-burn."

Points of Interest

1 Yarra Valley & Dandenong Ranges

Explore the fertile Valley, known to be a world-class
wine region like those in France and Italy and/or visit
a lush haven of the Dandenong Ranges' secret fern
glades, towering forests and eclectic villages.

2 Royal Botanic Garden

The vast Royal Botanic Gardens are considered to be
among the finest in the world. Located on the
southern banks of the Yarra River just 5 minutes from
the bustling city.

3 Ballarat: Sovereign Hill

Step back in time and experience Australia's exciting
gold rush days. Pan for gold and explore this award-
winning, interactive outdoor museum that recreates
the hustle and bustle of 1850s life.

4 Federation Square

Also known as "Fed Square," this world-class, cutting-
edge cultural and entertainment destination takes up
an entire city block! Explore the art galleries, museum,
restaurants, bars, shops and more.

5 Healsville Sanctuary

Experience a distinctly Australian wildlife experience.
Get close to over 200 species of native wildlife,
including platypus, koalas, emus, Tasmanian devils,
lyrebirds and wombats in a bush setting.

6 Mornington Peninsula

While it's close to the city, it seems a world away.
Reminiscent of the Mediterranean, it offers vineyards
and olive groves, historic country house retreats,
seaside villages and intimate hotels.

7 Puffing Billy Train

This century-old train is one of the most popular
steam heritage railways in the world. It still runs on its
original mountain track in the scenic Dandenong
Ranges, just as it did in the early 1900s.

8 Queen Victoria Market

Opened in 1878, this huge open-air market is a
Melbourne institution. You'll find a wide array of goods
amongst the "sheds," from fresh produce and meats,
to clothes, housewares, and souvenirs.
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Blue Dandenongs, Puffing Billy & Yarra Valley
MEL-115  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$199 mF
You will visit...

7 Puffing Billy Train

You will see...

1 Yarra Valley & Dandenong Ranges

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Experience some of the beauty and fruits of the Melbourne countryside. You'll start your adventure with a scenic ride passing
through thriving suburbs and climb steadily into the Dandenong Ranges. Your first stop is the train station where you'll board the
Puffing Billy. This restored antique narrow-gauge train still travels along the same the mountain track it did in the early 1900s. During
your 30-minute ride, you'll journey through thick forest and flourishing fern-filled gullies, crossing magnificent timber-trestle bridges.
From here, you'll travel to the Yarra Valley, Austraila's world class, world-renowned wine region where you'll visit, three top wineries. At
Fergussons you'll get to sample their fruits as well as enjoy a first-class lunch. At Rochford you can enjoy the beauty of a vast estate
as well tastings, and De Bortoli, one of Australia's oldest family run winery.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
During total fire ban days, Puffing Billy is powered by a diesel locomotive. The train is not air-conditioned.

Passengers must be 18 or older  to participate in wine tasting.

Tour order may vary.

Healesville, Puffing Billy & Wine Tasting
MEL-120  Approximately 8.5 hours / From AUD$199 mFS
You will visit...

5 Healsville Sanctuary

7 Puffing Billy Train

You will see...

1 Yarra Valley & Dandenong Ranges For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Experience Melbourne's native flora and fauna. You'll start your adventure with a scenic ride passing through thriving suburbs and
climb steadily into the Dandenong Ranges. Your first stop is the train station where you'll board the Puffing Billy. This restored antique
narrow-gauge train still travels along the same the mountain track it did in the early 1900s. During your 30-minute ride, you'll journey
through thick forest and flourishing fern-filled gullies, crossing magnificent timber-trestle bridges. From here, you'll travel to the
Healesville Sanctuary, home to over 200 species of native wildlife. Get up close to platypus, koalas, emus, Tasmanian devils, lyrebirds,
wombats and eagles all in a natural bush setting. Your last stop is Fergussons winery where you'll get to explore, taste the fruits of
the valley, then enjoy a delicious lunch before taking your picturesque returning trip back to your ship.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
The drive from the port to the train station is approximately 1.5 hours.

On days indicated by officials as "total fire ban days," Puffing Billy will be pulled by a diesel engine. This often occurs during the
Australian summer season. The train is not air-conditioned.

Tour order may vary.
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Ballarat Wildlife & Sovereign Hill Goldmine Township
MEL-125  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$129

mS
You will visit...

3 Ballarat: Sovereign Hill

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Explore some of Victoria's true treasures. You'll begin your day with a scenic ride on your way to the city of Ballarat, and a visit to the
enticing Ballarat Wildlife Park. Visit with over 400 species of Australian native animals and reptiles with a few "foreign" imports.
Kangaroos and emus roam free ready to eat right out of your hand! After your visit, you'll step back in time as you arrive in Sovereign
Hill. This interactive outdoor museum recreates the hustle and bustle of 1850s life in a gold rush boomtown. The time and adventures
are yours to explore on your own. With over 60 buildings, and volunteers in period costume roaming the streets, you'll feel like you've
stepped back in time to relive the boom times. Discover all the town's treasures including the old gold diggings. You can even try
your luck panning for gold.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Bring a hat and sunscreen and wear comfortable walking shoes.

Local currency is required for purchasing lunch.

Mornington Peninsula: Ashcombe Maze & Wine Tasting
MEL-140  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$179 efF

You will see...

6 Mornington Peninsula

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Experience Melbourne's seaside suburbs of the beautiful Mornington Peninsula, often described as the city's playground. you'll board
a motorcoach for a scenic ride along the fabulous coastline with its dramatic cliffs, sheltered coves and pristine beaches, arriving at
the notable Ashcombe Maze. It's home to Australia's oldest hedge maze just one of the highlights of this 25-acre garden complex.
You'll sit down to enjoy morning tea before heading out on a personalized tour of the Gardens. After your time exploring the fragrant
and blooming mazes and gardens, you'll continue on to the beautiful Mantons Creek Vineyard. A former orchard converted in to a
tranquil winery creating quality wines and serving locally sourced food.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Guests must be 18 or older to participate in wine tasting.

Wear clothing suitable to the day's weather conditions and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat and jacket.

Tour order may vary.
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Old Melbourne Gaol, Cook's Cottage & Como House
MEL-215  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$99

e
You will visit...

2 Royal Botanic Garden

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Get to experience some of the more interesting aspects of Melbourne. You'll start with a motorcoach ride through the bay suburbs
as you enter Melbourne and head to your first stop, the Old Melbourne Gaol. This 19th century prison, in operation from 1842 to 1929,
housed some of Australia's most notorious villains, including Ned Kelly, considered to be Aussie Robin Hood. Afterward, you'll re-
board your motorcoach for the lush 19th century Fitzroy Gardens and the house of Captain James Cook It's the only 18th century
building remaining in Melbourne. You'll get to tour the cottage and learn about Captain Cook's life. Finally, enjoy a traditional
Devonshire tea, complete with fresh-baked scones, jam and cream at the magnificent Como Historical House, an iconic colonial
mansion built in 1847. Experience the gentle sloping lawns, picturesque flower walks and spacious grounds before returning to your
ship.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Tour order may vary.

Puffing Billy & Dandenong Ranges
MEL-220  Approximately 4.5 hours / From AUD$99 mf
You will visit...

7 Puffing Billy Train

You will see...

1 Yarra Valley & Dandenong Ranges

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Explore beautiful Dandenong Ranges and ride a vintage steam train on this half-day adventure. You'll begin with a scenic ride
passing through thriving suburbs and climb steadily into the Dandenong Ranges to Grants Reserve. Here you can visit with many of
Australia's native birds. Watch for kookaburras and bellbirds. You can even hand feed the crimson rosella. Then, return to your
motorcoach and head to the train station where you'll board the Puffing Billy. This restored antique narrow-gauge train still travels
along the same the mountain track it did in the early 1900s. During your 30-minute ride, you'll journey through thick forest and
flourishing fern-filled gullies, crossing magnificent timber-trestle bridges. Your motorcoach will then meet you at the station to return
you to your ship.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
During total fire ban days, Puffing Billy is powered by a diesel locomotive. The train is not air-conditioned.

Tour order may vary

Melbourne by Colonial Tramcar
MEL-250  Approximately 3 hours / From AUD$149

eF

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Explore the city in this one-of-kind experience that is truly unique to Melbourne. You'll board a vintage colonial tramcar and see the
sights of the city in the luxurious surroundings of yesteryear while your maitre d' oversees the traditional silver and white linen service
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of your four-course lunch, complemented by fine, and free-flowing, Australian wines. The atmosphere is cozy, the service friendly and
the decor as inviting as the colonial period reflects. This is a fantastic way to view the city sights and landmarks of Melbourne. You'll
enjoy a meal is truly Australian, and plentiful. In fact, you'll marvel at the magic the chef creates in such compact conditions. Your tour
lasts approximated two hours as you travel through the streets of Melbourne and its suburbs, getting a glimpse of St Kilda, Middle
Park and South Melbourne.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Trams are air-conditioned and equipped with a restroom.

Wear clothing suitable to the day's weather conditions and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat and jacket.

City Drive & Eureka Deck
MEL-290  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$69

e
You will see...

2 Royal Botanic Garden

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Here's an easy way to get to know the wonder that is Melbourne. You'll start with a motorcoach ride through the bay suburbs as you
enter Melbourne itself for a breath-taking perspective. You'll arrive at the Eureka Skydeck for awe inspiring views. Afterward, your
motorcoach will meet you to whisk you away on a narrated tour past some of the other notable sights, including the ornate Princess
Theater, Melbourne Park, Melbourne Cricket Ground, The Arts Center. You'll also pass by the Grand Prix site and St Patrick's and St
Paul's Cathedrals. Then you'll have two photo opportunities before returning to your ship, one at the lush 19th century Fitzroy Gardens
and second at the touching Shrine of Remembrance honoring WWI.

Child Price
12 years and under only

City Drive & Fitzroy Gardens
MEL-295  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$59 e

You will see...

2 Royal Botanic Garden

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

This tour offers you a great way to get to know the beauty of the "Garden City as you enjoy a panoramic motorcoach tour past some
of the city's most notable sights. You'll start your narrated motor tour passing some of the city's most influential buildings, including
Town Hall, Parliament, and the Old Customs House, one of Melbourne's most important 19th century public buildings. Beautifully
restored in 1998, the Old Customs House is now the home of the Immigration Museum. You'll stroll among the 64 acres of the lush
Fitzroy Gardens, and stop for photos at the inspiring Shrine of Remembrance commemorating those who served and were lost in the
Great War. Then, you'll continue your motor tour passing the ornate Princess Theater, Melbourne Park, Melbourne Cricket Ground, the
Arts Centre as well as the Grand Prix site and St Patrick's and St Paul's Cathedrals.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
The interior of Cook's Cottage is quite small - only limited numbers are allowed inside at any one time. Entry to Cook's Cottage is
not included as part of the tour.

Wear clothing suitable to the day's weather conditions and comfortable walking shoes. Bring a hat and jacket.
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River Cruise, Healesville Sanctuary & Wine Tasting
MEL-100  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$199 mFS
You will visit...

5 Healsville Sanctuary

You will see...

1 Yarra Valley & Dandenong Ranges

2 Royal Botanic Garden

Max Group Size: 46

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Experience the best of Melbourne. You'll begin your day with an hour-long cruise on the beautiful Yarra River heading toward
Healesville. Along the way, you'll pass the vast Royal Botanic Gardens and the famous Sports Precinct, considered to be Australia's
premier sports complex. Once you arrive at your destination, you'll get to explore the Healesville Sanctuary. It's home to over 200
species of native wildlife, including platypus, koalas, emus, Tasmanian devils, lyrebirds, wombats and eagles in a natural bush setting.
From there, you'll visit one of the Yarra Valley's wineries. The region is world-renowned for producing exceptional sauvignon blanc,
chardonnay, pinot noir, shiraz and cabernet sauvignon. You'll get to sample of few of these stellar wines and then enjoy a delicious
first-class two-course lunch. Your day concludes with a scenic ride back to your ship, winding through the lush valley, and passing by
many of Melbourne's noted sites.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Passengers must be over the age of 18 to participate in the wine tasting at the wineries.

#

Port Philip Bay Cruise & Snorkel
MEL-745  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$249

s
You will see...

6 Mornington Peninsula For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Experience the thrill of a lifetime surrounded by the beauty of Sorrento on the sparking shores of Port Phillip Bay. Departing from your
ship, you'll board a motor coach bound the beautiful town of Sorrento located on the shores of Port Phillip Bay. Along the way you'll
see the dramatic cliffs, sheltered coves and pristine beaches of the Mornington Peninsula's coastline. Once you arrive, you'll get a
brief overview, an introductory on-board snorkel demonstration and some safety tips before boarding your motor craft in search of
wild Bottle Nosed dolphins and Australian fur seals in their natural habitat. Once they're spotted, it's time to dive in and use your
newfound snorkeling skills while you swim with these friendly creatures. Don't forget to bring your camera to capture these
memories. After your cruise, you'll have time to visit the quaint shops and galleries around town before returning to your ship.

Child Price
12 years & under only
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Special Notes
Wetsuits, masks and snorkels are provided. Please note, sightings/swimming are not guaranteed, as these are animals in the wild,
but the success rate is about 90%. In the case of inclement weather conditions, the in-water portion of the tour may be cancelled
at the captain's discretion.

Passengers are advised to bring sunscreen, a hat, swimwear, a towel, change of clothes and a warm jacket

The drive to Sorrento is approximately two-hours each way.

Local currency is required for purchasing souvenirs in local stores.
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Burnie (Tasmania), Australia
Located on Bass Strait, Burnie is Tasmania's fourth-largest city and a major port. Burnie,
surrounded by prime productive farmlands is the gateway to scenic northwest
Tasmania, an area rich in picturesque old villages, homesteads and historic homes.
Inland lies the rainforest and wilderness of Cradle Mountain National Park, a World
Heritage Site.

Points of Interest

1 Cradle Mountain

In a national park set amongst a landscape of alpine
grasslands, glacial lakes, ancient rainforest and
abundant wildlife, is a grand mountain and the
beginning of the Overland Track, a six-day hike.

2 Devonport

Centrally located on the north coast of Tasmania, this
gateway town has a population of 25,000. It is home
to sunny beaches, bush reserves and scenic
headlands, such as the lighthouse at Mersey Bluff.

3Wing's Wildlife Park

This three-generation family business is Tasmanian's
largest animal park, boasting an extensive collection
of Tasmanian mammals, birds and reptiles, including
an aquatic habitat and animal nursery.

4 Don River Railway

A train lovers delight! Ride a vintage train along an
original line to the beach and back. See all kinds of
steam and diesel locomotives. And visit the museum
to learn about Tasmania's rail history.

5 Penguin

Founded in 1850, this old lumber village is named
after the Fairy penguin rookery nearby. Images of
penguins abound, and the village claims to possess
the tallest penguin statue in the world.

6 Ulverstone

This town of some 10,000 inhabitants is centrally
located between Burnie and Devonport. Enjoy its
picturesque coastal parks, calm swimming beaches
and a waterslide for the family.

7 Pioneer Village Museum

Go back in time to a turn-of-the-century main street in
Burnie. Discover the trades of the day, including
replicas of a saddlery, bootmaker, blacksmith, dentist,
printer and others.

8 Stanley

Founded  in 1826, the port reached its zenith in the
1850s & '60s when it shipped mutton, beef and
produce to the Victoria goldfields.
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Devonport & Don River Railway Trip
BWT-110  Approximately 6 hours / From AUD$129 e
You will visit...

2 Devonport

4 Don River Railway

You will see...

5 Penguin

6 Ulverstone

Max Group Size: 42

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

See the highlights of Devonport. Your first stop will be to the Don River Railway, in operation for more than 30 years. Tour the
impressive collection of well-preserved steam and diesel engines and take a ride on a vintage train along the old Melrose Line to
Coles Beach and back, and explore the museum filled with artifacts. Next, at the Devonport Maritime Museum, see its collection of
photographs, artifacts, models and paintings. Then, enjoy free time on your own in town to shop or eat lunch. You'll travel to Latrobe's
House of Anvers, a famed confectionery set in a Californian bungalow built in 1931. Watch as artisans work the chocolate: tempering,
molding and dipping silky smooth chocolates, truffles, pralines and fudge, and then taste a sampling of exquisite chocolates.
Afterwards, board your motorcoach and ride the sugar rush all the way back to Burnie where your ship awaits.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
To make your day as enjoyable as possible, please ensure that you wear comfortable flat-soled shoes, clothing suited to the
weather conditions, a hat and jacket, and bring along some sunscreen and bottled water.

Sequence of tour stops may vary.

O

Penguin, Preston Falls & Devonport
BWT-210  Approximately 5 hours / From AUD$79

ma
You will visit...

2 Devonport

5 Penguin

You will see...

6 Ulverstone

Max Group Size: 42

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Take a town-and-country tour of Tasmania's northwest coast on this half-day excursion. In Penguin, enjoy views overlooking Bass
Strait or stroll to the ten-foot tall penguin statue erected 1975 to commemorate the town's 100th year. In September  March, there
are penguin tours and sightings of the Fairy Penguins, making their way up the beach to nest. Continue to Devonport located on the
banks of the Mersey Rivera and home to the Spirit of Tasmania, with direct sailings to Melbourne. Enjoy free time in the city center.
You'll have approximately 60 minutes to explore on your own. Next stop, Preston Falls, a tall and slender cascade of water that
plunges 80 feet down into a gorge. Enjoy the scenic vantage point from a platform that overlooks the falls, just a five-minute walk.
Afterwards, it's back to Burnie where your ship awaits poised to take you to your next exciting destination.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
To make your day as enjoyable as possible, please ensure that you wear comfortable flat-soled shoes, clothing suited to the
weather conditions, a hat and jacket, and bring along some sunscreen and bottled water.

Sequence of tour stops may vary.
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Stanley & Highfield House
BWT-115  Approximately 6 hours / From AUD$99 e
You will visit...

8 Stanley

Max Group Size: 42

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Visit the Highfield House, the 19th-century estate of the original settlers. Considered the "birthplace" where European settlers first
established themselves, it represents an important part of Tasmania's heritage. As you walk the premises, your guide will regale you
of the residence's historic past and prominence in the development of Tasmania's northwest coast. Continue on a narrated drive
around Stanley, population 500. Enjoy a photo opportunity at The Nut, an old volcanic land formation rising over 450 feet. Enjoy some
free time in the town of Stanley before returning to the motorcoach. En route back to the pier, take in a scenic drive passing Boat
Harbour village and its tranquil bay. Wind down the road with Bass Strait on the horizon past wildflowers and jagged coastal cliffs.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
To make your day as enjoyable as possible, please ensure that you wear comfortable flat-soled shoes, clothing suited to the
weather conditions, a hat and jacket, and bring along some sunscreen and bottled water.

@

W

Cradle Mountain National Park
BWT-100  Approximately 7 hours / From AUD$269 eF
You will visit...

1 Cradle Mountain

Max Group Size: 42

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Travel to Cradle Mountain set in Cradle Mountain-Lake St Clair National Park, part of the Tasmanian World Heritage Wilderness Area.
On this full-day excursion, you'll drive out to Dove Lake. A walkway winds around Dove Lake. Take in the magnificent views beneath
the towering spires of Cradle Mountain. Next stop is the Visitors Centre. Explore the various exhibits and gift shop. With souvenirs in
hand, you'll head to the Cradle Mountain Chateau for a hearty multi-course lunch.
Following a satisfying meal, board your motorcoach for the scenic ride back to the pier where your ship awaits ready to take you
onto your next adventure.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
The drive between Burnie and Cradle Mountain National Park is approximately 90-minutes long.

Weather conditions in the park may change rapidly. Wear sturdy walking shoes and bring wet-weather gear.
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Wings Wildlife Park & Countryside Drive
BWT-290  Approximately 3.5 hours / From AUD$99

e
You will visit...

3 Wing's Wildlife Park

You will see...

5 Penguin

6 Ulverstone

Max Group Size: 42

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Commune with nature at Wings Wildlife Park, a sanctuary for injured wildlife and home to a most extensive collection of Tasmanian
wildlife. Your guides will provide you an opportunity to interact with the animals, getting up close and personal. Meet all your favorites
from Down Under, including the Tasmanian Devil, Koala Bear and Wallaby. Plus, see hundreds of other critters, including farm
animals, birds, reptiles, rodents, aquatic life and more. Wander the wildlife exhibits while guides stationed throughout the park
provide facts about animal habitat, eating habits and more. Stop by the gift shop for a souvenir before boarding the motorcoach. En
route back to the pier, you'll pass the town of Penguin, where Tasmania's Fairy Penguins return each spring to build their rookeries,
and Ulverstone, graced with beautiful beaches. Enjoy the ride as you cherish the new furry friends you've made today.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
To make your day as enjoyable as possible, please ensure that you wear comfortable flat-soled shoes, clothing suited to the
weather conditions, a hat and jacket, and bring along some sunscreen and bottled water.

Sequence of tour may vary.

P

Wings Wildlife Park & Countryside Drive (Wheelchair
Confined Passengers)
BWT-291  Approximately 3.5 hours / From AUD$99

ea
You will visit...

3 Wing's Wildlife Park

You will see...

5 Penguin

6 Ulverstone

Max Group Size: 42

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Commune with nature at Wings Wildlife Park, a sanctuary for injured wildlife and home to a most extensive collection of Tasmanian
wildlife. Your guides will provide you an opportunity to interact with the animals, getting up close and personal. Meet all your favorites
from Down Under, including the Tasmanian Devil, Koala Bear and Wallaby. Plus, see hundreds of other critters, including farm
animals, birds, reptiles, rodents, aquatic life and more. Wander the wildlife exhibits while guides stationed throughout the park
provide facts about animal habitat, eating habits and more. Stop by the gift shop for a souvenir before boarding the motorcoach. En
route back to the pier, you'll pass the town of Penguin, where Tasmania's Fairy Penguins return each spring to build their rookeries,
and Ulverstone, graced with beautiful beaches. Enjoy the ride as you cherish the new furry friends you've made today.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
This is the same tour as BWT-290. Only wheelchair confined passengers should book this tour. Other traveling companions should
book BWT-290. Due to the specialized nature of some lift-equipped vehicles, you may have to limit the persons traveling with you
to one companion who will be providing assistance you during the tour. Others will travel on separate transport. Priority for
requests for space on this tour is given to confined passengers; cruise bookings not noted as confined to a wheelchair will be
removed.

Wheelchair-accessible transportation is available on a very limited basis for confined passengers.

To make your day as enjoyable as possible, please ensure that you wear comfortable flat-soled shoes, clothing suited to the
weather conditions, a hat and jacket, and bring along some sunscreen and bottled water.

Sequence of tour may vary.
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Hobart (Tasmania), Australia
Tasmania's capital has much in common with Sydney. Founded but a few years later,
Hobart also owes its origins to the establishment of a penal colony - and its natural
setting is just as impressive. Seen from its fine deep-water harbor, Hobart spills over the
lower reaches of the Derwent Valley as Mt. Wellington towers in the background. Much
of the city's heritage is centered on the historic waterfront. North of the city stretches
the vast parkland of the Queen's Domain. Many of Tasmania's other attractions are
within easy reach of Hobart.

With more than 90 National Trust buildings, Hobart, founded in 1804, combines colonial
character with a sophisticated metropolitan lifestyle.

Points of Interest

1Wildlife Parks (Bonorong Conservation Park)

This sanctuary is are dedicated to rehabilitating and
releasing Tasmania's injured and orphaned animals,
including one of the largest kangaroo and wallaby
free-ranging refuges, Tasmanian Devils, Koala Bears,
Wombats, Wallabies and Golden Possums.

2 Richmond

Settled in the early 1800s, this Georgian town has
preserved much of its historic charm and is home to
the oldest working bridge in Australia, as well as the
oldest Roman Catholic church.

3 Mount Field National Park & Russell Falls

Discover an amazing diversity of plant life, from
enormous tree ferns to alpine vegetation. Take a trail
walk through the rainforests here and find some of
the tallest trees in the world.

4 Port Arthur

Once Australia's largest penal colony with upwards of
12,000 hardened British convicts that passed through
its gates, now a tourist attraction and UNESCO World
Heritage Site.

5 Huon Valley Apple & Heritage Museum

The Apple Museum has everything you ever wanted
to know about apples and apple farming, along with
memorabilia of the area.

6 Salamanca Place

Originally a warehouse district, this area is now a lively
hotspot of restaurants, galleries and boutiques, as
well as an arts community. On Saturdays, it is host to
a popular street fair.

7 Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens

Australia's second oldest botanical gardens
(established in 1818) features the nation's widest
collection of temperate climate plants, Chinese
collections, a Japanese garden and a Fuchsia house.

8 Mt. Nelson Signal Station

This semaphore station, with panoramic views of
Hobart and the Derwent Estuary, was established in
the 19th century to relay messages, such as a prisoner
escaping, as quickly as possible between Hobart and
the Port Arthur Penal Settlement.
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Richmond, Meadowbank Estate & Wine Tasting
HBA-105  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$99 e
You will visit...

2 Richmond

Max Group Size: 42

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Get a taste of Tasmania's history along with the region's wines on this half-day excursion. Stroll historic Richmond through Australia's
finest Georgian village, and then tour a local winery with wine tasting. Richmond's historic village is noted for its well-preserved
Georgian buildings. Tour the Richmond Gaol (jail), which served as the prototype for the notorious penal colony at Port Arthur, and St.
John's Church, the oldest Roman Catholic church in the country. Walk on Richmond Bridge, built by convict labor in 1834. Wander the
historic buildings of old Richmond, now converted into shops, art galleries and cafes. Meadowbank Estate boasts plantings of
Cabernet and Riesling that date to 1974. Today, the winery produces Cabernet, Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay and Pinot Noir.
Your winery tour includes a tasting that features a flight of four excellent Meadowbank wines.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Guests must be 18 or over to participate in wine tasting.

W

Port Arthur Historic Site
HBA-110  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$159 mFS
You will visit...

4 Port Arthur For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Take a fascinating look into history on this all-day tour where you'll visit the historic Port Arthur, Australia's infamous penal settlement
and recently entered onto the World Heritage List. This tour also includes a narrated drive along spectacular coastal scenery and a
light lunch. First stop is Pirates Bay, which offers a commanding view of the peninsula's stunning east coast. Travel through
Eaglehawk Neck; the isthmus that connected the peninsula where the British once posted guard dogs to prevent Port Arthur's
convicts from escaping across it. At Port Arthur, see where more than 12,000 inmates passed through for nearly 40 years. Explore the
grounds, then board the M.V. Marana for a harbour cruise that takes you past the island cemetery, Isle of the Dead and Point Puer
Boys prison. After lunch, we'll stop for a photo opportunity of several striking geologic formations.

Child Price
12 years & under only

City Drive & Royal Botanical Garden
HBA-290  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$69

e
You will visit...

7 Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens

7 Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens

7 Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens

7 Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens

You will see...

6 Salamanca Place

Max Group Size: 42

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Discover Australia's second oldest botanical garden, as well as embark on a narrated drive through the city to the summit of Mt.
Wellington for sweeping views on this half-day excursion. We'll pass Constitution Dock, the finish line of the Sydney-to-Hobart Ocean
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Classic Yacht Race, and Salamanca Place, the old warehouse district turned popular shopping spot. We'll also drive through the
historic suburb of Battery Point.

Enjoy panoramic views of Hobart, the Derwent River Valley and Tasman Peninsula at the Mt. Wellington Lookout, which rises more
than 4,000 feet above sea level.

At the Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens, established 1818, you'll find the nation's most diverse collection of temperate climate
plants, including the largest conifer collection in the southern hemisphere. Other gardens include the Sub Antarctic House, Japanese
Garden and Fuchsia House. Explore the flora and visit the gift shop before we head back to the ship.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
A photo stop at mount Nelson Lookout may be substituted for Mount Wellington in case of inclement weather.

Walking is required to visit the Royal Botanical Gardens; some paths have inclines.

W

Port Arthur Historic Site (Wheelchair Confined Passengers)
HBA-111  Approximately 8 hours / From AUD$159 maFS
You will visit...

4 Port Arthur For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Take a fascinating look into history on this all-day tour where you'll visit the historic Port Arthur, Australia's infamous penal settlement
and recently entered onto the World Heritage List. This tour also includes a narrated drive along spectacular coastal scenery and a
light lunch. First stop is Pirates Bay, which offers a commanding view of the peninsula's stunning east coast. Travel through
Eaglehawk Neck; the isthmus that connected the peninsula where the British once posted guard dogs to prevent Port Arthur's
convicts from escaping across it. At Port Arthur, see where more than 12,000 inmates passed through for nearly 40 years. Explore the
grounds, then board the M.V. Marana for a harbour cruise that takes you past the island cemetery, Isle of the Dead and Point Puer
Boys prison. After lunch, we'll stop for a photo opportunity of several striking geologic formations.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
This is the same tour as HBA-110. Only wheelchair confined passengers should book this tour. Other traveling companions should
book HBA-110. Due to the specialized nature of some lift-equipped vehicles, you may have to limit the persons traveling with you to
one companion who will be providing assistance you during the tour. Others will travel on separate transport. Priority for requests
for space on this tour is given to confined passengers; cruise bookings not noted as confined to a wheelchair will be removed.

Wheelchair-accessible transportation is available on a very limited basis for confined passengers.

@

Evening at Bonorong Wildlife Centre
HBA-860  Approximately 3.5 hours / From AUD$149 e
You will visit...

1 Wildlife Parks (Bonorong
Conservation Park)

Max Group Size: 30

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

WHAT YOU VISIT: Bonorong Wildlife Conservation Centre  WHAT YOU SEE: Hobart's northern suburbs, Bridgewater Bridge, Mt.
Wellington and the Derwent River
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Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Tour order may vary.

$

City Drive, Narryna, Anglesea Barracks & Wine
HBA-205  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$129 m
You will visit...

8 Mt. Nelson Signal Station

You will see...

6 Salamanca Place For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Your tour of Hobart's highlights includes historic old Hobart, wine tasting and panoramic views from an outlook on Mt. Nelson. Among
Hobart's historic sites is the Anglesea Barracks-the oldest Army base in Australia filled with a fascinating collection of military
memorabilia and uniforms. An Hobart's Battery Point district, you'll visit the Narryna Heritage Museum, which is set in a handsome
Georgian mansion from the 19th century. Each room contains an assortment of furniture and memorabilia from the colonial era. At
the acclaimed Moorilla Estate Winery that overlooks the Derwent River, you'll learn about the cool climate winemaking process.
Sample Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Riesling wines, accompanied by a selection of Tasmanian cheeses before re-boarding your
motorcoach for the 25-minute drive back to the pier.

Excursion Length
42

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Passengers must be over the age of 18 to participate in the wine tasting.

Tour order may vary.

Runnymede House, Maritime Museum & Gardens
HBA-210  Approximately 4 hours / From AUD$85 m
You will visit...

7 Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens

7 Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens

You will see...

6 Salamanca Place

8 Mt. Nelson Signal Station

Max Group Size: 42

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Hobart's colonial history comes to life on this half-day excursion. Tour a colonial residence - circa 1836, delve into Tasmania's
maritime past, stroll lush botanical gardens and take in a panoramic viewpoint atop Mt. Nelson.

The Mt. Nelson Signal Station and Lookout is a semaphore station, with views of Hobart and the Derwent Estuary, established in the
19th century to relay messages between Hobart and Port Arthur.

At the Maritime Museum of Tasmania, discover a vast collection of maritime artifacts, from earliest times to the present day. And at
the Runnymede House, you'll find an elegant colonial residence overlooking New Town Bay, lovingly restored by the National Trust.

The Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens is the second oldest botanic gardens in Australia, established in 1818 and features the
country's widest collection of temperate plants.

Child Price
12 years & under only
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Special Notes
Tour order may vary.

City Drive & Cadbury Visitors Centre
HBA-225  Approximately 3.5 hours / From AUD$89 e

You will see...

6 Salamanca Place

8 Mt. Nelson Signal Station

Max Group Size: 30

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Take a tour of the Cadbury Chocolate Factory on this half-day excursion, including historic Salamanca Place and panoramic views
from Mt. Nelson and Rosny Point Lookout. We'll travel from Salamanca Place, former warehouses transformed into trendy cafés,
galleries and offices, to the picturesque peninsula framed by the Derwent River at Claremont, home of the Cadbury-Schweppes
Chocolate Factory. Upon arrival at the chocolate factory, established 1922, Cadbury's guides will present a history of Cadbury and
how their signature chocolates were created. Afterwards, you'll have time to check out the gift shop at the Cadbury Factory where a
broad range of factory-fresh Cadbury treats as well as souvenirs are available.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
This tour will not operate on Sunday as the Cadbury Visitors Centre is closed.

#

O

Huon Valley & Tahune Airwalk
HBA-120  Approximately 8.25 hours / From AUD$159 mfS
You will visit...

5 Huon Valley Apple & Heritage
Museum

You will see...

8 Mt. Nelson Signal Station

Max Group Size: 42

For detailed information on walking distances
and/or the number of steps at each stop, wheel
chair accessibility and camera/video restrictions
please visit Cruise Personalizer® at
Princess.com.

Take an unforgettable stroll on the longest treetop walk in the world! You'll also visit two museums and learn about forest pioneers
and apple farming on this full-day tour. Take in panoramic views of Hobart from Mt. Nelson and travel through the bucolic Huon
Valley. Learn everything there is to know about apples and apple farming at The Huon Valley Apple Museum. Then, enjoy tea and
refreshments at Huon Manor Bistro overlooking the picturesque Huon River. Upon arrival at the Tahune Forest Air Walk, you'll walk
amongst the treetops-up to 120 feet above the forest floor! Observe what a forest looks like from a bird's-eye perspective. Later, at
the Forest and Heritage Centre in Geeveston, learn about the resilience of the forest pioneers. Lunch is not included on this tour, but
is available at the Air Walk or in Geeveston.

Child Price
12 years & under only

Special Notes
Local currency is recommended for purchasing lunch.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Q. WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF TAKING ORGANIZED EXCURSIONS?
A. There are a number of advantages to taking organized tours offered by Princess, such as:

Quality:  We have carefully inspected all of our ports and we offer you excursions from only the most reputable local
tour operators

Variety:  All our tours are designed both to feature the most popular and interesting attractions in each port and to
satisfy the diverse needs and interests of our passengers.

Service:  What could be easier than letting us arrange your tours for you? Either by having your tours organized
onboard so you can best maximize your time in port and avoid having to make independent, last-minute
arrangements, or by pre-reserving all your excursions at princess.com.  Princess is at your service.

Safety:  Your safety and security are of the utmost importance to us and they are the primary consideration in the
development and operation of our tour programs.

Value:  We endeavor to select local tour operators who provide excursions of the highest quality and we carefully
monitor prices to ensure that you are receiving good value. Remember to book early to receive the best possible
price.

Q. WHAT DOES PRINCESS DO TO ENSURE MY SAFETY WHILE I’M ASHORE?
A. Our primary concern at Princess is your safety and security. We are in continual contact with authorities concerning
any travel advisories that might impact our cruises. If the U.S. State Department advises against travel to specific
locations we visit, we would make the necessary changes to the published itinerary. Although such itinerary changes
occur infrequently, please understand that these changes are for your own safety and security and are beyond our
control.

Despite all of our efforts and in light of recent world events, we remind all of our passengers that they must ultimately
assume responsibility for their actions while ashore. In this regard, we would like to remind you of some common
sense precautions when visiting ports-of-call:

• Stay in the normal tourist areas and don’t travel to out-of the way places without the benefit of a guided tour offered
  through Princess.
• Do not leave any of your belongings unattended in public areas.
• Be generally aware of people and activities around you.
• Do not accept packages from anyone you don’t know personally.
• Keep a low profile - dress and behave conservatively.
• Be careful when eating and drinking ashore.

We thank you in advance for following these recommendations, which we believe will enhance the enjoyment of your
cruise or cruisetour.

Q. WILL I MISS THE SHIP IF I GO ON A SHORE EXCURSION?
A. One very important feature of taking a shore excursion organized by Princess is that we closely monitor the
departures and returns of all our tours. Therefore, our ships do not sail until all of our organized tour transportation has
returned, so you can be assured that you won’t miss the ship. Please keep in mind that when you make your own
arrangements in port, or if you leave an organized tour, we will no longer be aware of your whereabouts; so be sure to
schedule ample time to return to the ship before it sails.

Q. HOW DO I RESERVE MY SHORE EXCURSIONS IN ADVANCE OF MY CRUISE?
A. Visit our website at princess.com for the most up-to date shore excursion information, full tour descriptions and to
request your shore excursions up until 5 days prior to your cruise. The Cruise Personalizer is the fastest and most
convenient way to reserve your shore excursions. Please keep in mind that you will receive your tickets when you
arrive onboard and all of your shore excursion purchases are charged to your shipboard account. Advance payment
is not accepted. Since shore excursions have limited capacity, we encourage you to reserve your tours as early as
possible to avoid disappointment and confirm the best price. Reservations are processed on a first-come, first-served
basis.

You may change shore excursion requests, but be advised that shore excursion prices may change. Requests to add
tickets at a later time can be made but these tickets may be at a higher price than those previously booked. If you
request a shore excursion which you previously cancelled, these requests will be confirmed at the current shore
excursion price, which may be higher.
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Q.  HOW DO I RESERVE MY LAND EXCURSIONS IN ADVANCE OF MY CRUISETOUR?
A.  When you are ready to pre-reserve your land excursions, go to the Cruise Personalizer and have your booking
number and credit card information ready to enter.  A credit card must be registered for each passenger that wishes
to participate on a land excursion and we accept Princess Visa, Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover and
Diner's Club.  Credit cards used to pre-reserve land excursions must be valid through the full length of your cruisetour
and may also be used to establish your shipboard account.  Although a credit card is required to reserve your
excursion(s), guests are able to pre-reserve all of their land excursions with no deposit required.  An auto-charge of all
pre-reserved excursions will take place two days prior to your first Land Excursion booking.  Confirmed pre-reserved
excursions can be viewed at any time in your detailed itinerary in the Cruise Personalizer. The Cruise Personalizer will
remain open until your cruisetour departure date so you may add or cancel tours prior to the cancellation deadline
without penalty.  Excursions cancelled once the auto-charge has been processed are subject to a 100% penalty.  Note
that excursion availability is based on cruisetour date, capacity limitations, and suitable weather conditions.
Excursions are subject to change at any time and available on a first-come, first-serve basis.  Guests are encouraged
to book early as space is limited and flightseeing tours in particular may not be available for pre-reserving right up to
tour departure date.  Prior to travel, print your Travel Summary which will have a listing of all of your pre-reserved land
excursions.  You will also receive information on confirmed excursions in your Welcome Envelope upon arrival at each
location.

Q. HOW CAN I BE SURE I AM CONFIRMED ON THE EXCURSIONS I WANT?
A. When you book your excursions online at princess.com, you receive an immediate confirmation of the status and
price of your requested excursion. The site shows the remaining capacity on all tours, so you know if you are
confirmed or waitlisted. To avoid disappointment and confirm the best price, please reserve your excursions as early
as possible. If the specific tour time you requested is fully booked, Princess may schedule you on an alternate
departure that corresponds with your other tour selections.

If your shore excursion choice is not available, we will put you on a waitlist and attempt to obtain more space on the
shore excursion. If you have companions traveling with you in your stateroom or in other staterooms and would like
everyone to be on the same shore excursion departure, order all the excursions under one name. Requests made
individually, even if at the same time, may cause you to be booked on a different departure than your companions or
waitlisted on an excursion for which your companions are confirmed.

Land Excursions can not be waitlisted but we actively request more space wherever possible from our tour operators;
if a tour is sold out we encourage guests to revisit the Cruise Personalizer at a later date and they can also check for
more availability at the tour desks in our Alaska ports.

Q. MAY I TAKE MORE THAN ONE TOUR IN A SINGLE PORT OF CALL?
A. Yes. In Alaska, Canada/New England, the Caribbean, Panama Canal, Hawaii and Mexico, allow at least 30 minutes
between each tour. In all other regions, allow at least 60 minutes between each tour. All tours depart from, and return
to, the cruise ship pier. By scheduling the appropriate amount of time between tours, you will have sufficient time to
take multiple excursions.

Q. CAN I CANCEL AN SHORE EXCURSION I’VE REQUESTED?
A. Due to the limited capacity and high demand for helicopter flights and private vehicle options, these shore
excursions are not refundable unless cancelled by 12:00pm on the day after embarkation.

For all other shore excursions, a “Closing Time for Bookings” for each port of call is listed on the Tour Order Form you
will receive onboard in your stateroom. This is the time when the bookings for the tours in that port close and we notify
the local operators of the final shore excursion requirements. You may cancel an excursion if it is prior to the closing
time whether you reserved in advance or onboard. We cannot cancel a shore excursion if it is past this closing time,
nor can we refund shore excursions on which you choose not to go. All shore excursions operate rain or shine unless
cancelled by the tour operator.

Q.  CAN I CANCEL A LAND EXCURSION I’VE REQUESTED?
A. Due to the exclusive nature and advanced planning required for excursions involving hotel accommodations, airline
flights and some flightseeing tours, these excursions are not refundable within 30 days of sailing. A fee will be
assessed onboard for any of these tours cancelled within 30 days of sailing.

Land Excursions, pre-reserved through the Cruise Personalizer, may be cancelled up to the Land Excursion
cancellation deadline which is two days prior to your first land excursion booking.  At the cancellation deadline, all pre-
reserved land excursions will be auto-charged using the credit card that you provided in the Cruise Personalizer to
reserve your tours.  Excursions cancelled once the auto-charge has been processed are subject to a 100% penalty,
unless the operator, at their sole discretion, is unable to operate the program due to unforeseen circumstances.  All
sales of tours booked while on your land tour are considered final at the time of purchase and are 100% non-
refundable except in the case of an operator approved cancellation.

Q.  CAN I REQUEST TO BE REFUNDED FOR MY LAND EXCURSION.
A.  In the event of any excursion being cancelled for reasons beyond our control, a full refund will be made.  Land
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Excursions that were pre-reserved, charged and then cancelled due to weather or other operator approved
cancellation will be refunded using the same credit card used to book your excursions.  These refunds will typically be
reflected on your credit card statement between 7-10 business days after cancellation.  Tours booked while on your
land tour are considered final at the time of purchase and are 100% non-refundable except in the case of a
cancellation by the vendor.  Should any excursion have to be abandoned through force majeure or difficulties en
route, the best possible refund will be arranged according to the circumstances.

Q. HOW DOES THE PRINCESS EXCURSIONS PROGRAM OPERATE ONBOARD?
A. Our Shore Excursion Manager runs the onboard portion of the Princess Shore Excursions program. Tour Office staff
are available to answer questions and make shore excursion reservations for you. Once onboard in your stateroom,
you will find tickets for the shore excursions you reserved in advance. If you have not yet reserved tours or would like
to purchase additional shore excursions, you will find a Tour Order Form in your stateroom. You will also find a
schedule of daily activities, the Princess Patter, which features important program information including Tour Office
hours and the closing time for shore excursion bookings. Remember, tickets are sold on a first-come, first-served
basis and space on shore excursions is limited, so book early. A Tour Order Form drop box is located near the Tour
Office where you may deposit your order form at any time.

Q. ARE THERE CHILDREN’S PRICES AVAILABLE?
A. Yes, on some tours for children age 12 and under. If you are traveling with children, please pre-reserve the number
of child tickets you would like on the Cruise Personalizer. If the adult and child price is the same, please order all
tickets as adult. Once onboard the ship or at one of our land excursion destinations, check your tour tickets to ensure
you have received the correct number of adult and child tickets. Visit the Tour Office as soon as possible to make any
necessary adjustments. Parents are also responsible for bringing a safety seat for their child.

On most helicopter and flightseeing tours, children 24 months of age and older are required to have their own seat.
Children under 24 months are considered lap infants and may ride free of charge if the tour operator can
accommodate them - with prior arrangement through the onboard Tour Office. Parents must show proof of age to the
tour operator for any lap infant.   Children under the age of 24 months are not able to participate on a helicopter tour.

Q. ARE PRIVATE SHORE EXCURSION OPTIONS AVAILABLE WHERE I CAN CUSTOMIZE MY TOUR?
A. Yes, in many ports we offer shore excursions that can be customized to your specifications. On these tours you are
able to book exclusive use of the tour vehicle (automobile, boat or plane) and tailor the tour to include activities and
venues you want to experience.

Due to the limited capacity and highly specialized nature of these excursions, they are not refundable unless
cancelled by 12:00pm on the day after embarkation or prior to the booking closing time for the port which is listed on
the onboard Tour Order Form (whichever is first). Once onboard the ship, you may be provided with a preference card
to advise the tour operator of your selected itinerary and interests. The onboard Tour Staff will gladly assist you and
provide recommendations.

Please note these shore excursions are sold per transport, not per person, so only one passenger should make the
reservation for the entire group. This is a private arrangement and those accompanying you are the guests you
choose; Princess does not match up individual passengers to form a private group for the vehicle. The price listed
includes the means of transport and/or private guide and does not include gratuities, meals and attraction entrance
fees (unless indicated otherwise) as these will vary based on your choices.

Q. ARE THERE AGE OR OTHER RESTRICTIONS ON TOURS?
A. For most tours, there is no minimum age for children as long as they are accompanied by a parent or guardian.
Passengers under the age of 18 years cannot participate without a parent or guardian. Please review the tour
description notes for the most current restrictions and any exceptions; a few operators may allow an unaccompanied
minor on tour if a wavier is signed by the parent or guardian in the operator’s presence. Any other restrictions
imposed by the tour operator are listed in the “Special Notes” section of each tour description.

Q. IS A VISA REQUIRED FOR ANY OF THE PORTS I VISIT?
A. Please review the information detailed in the "Itinerary” section of the Cruise Personalizer regarding any applicable
visas for your specific voyage.

Q. IS ANY ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE ON SHORE EXCURSIONS?
A. Passports, visas and other documentation may be required on certain shore excursions. Please review the "Special
Notes" section of the shore excursion for full details. Notarized written consent is required for children crossing
international borders without both parents.

Q. ARE THE EXCURSIONS GUIDED?
A. Yes. All of our excursions include local English-speaking guides except for On Your Own tours and where otherwise
noted.

Q. SHOULD I TIP THE TOUR GUIDE?
A. Tipping is a discretionary matter; however, it is customary, if one is pleased with their tour, to tip the tour guide. A
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general rule of thumb is $2 per person for a half-day tour and $5 per person for a full-day tour.

Q. WHAT TYPE OF CLOTHING SHOULD I WEAR WHILE ON TOUR OR IN PORT?
A. During your cruise, the climate can range from temperate and cool to hot and humid. Please plan to dress in
layered, light- to medium-weight clothing and comfortable, low-heeled walking shoes. Since weather conditions may
vary, we suggest you also pack a sweater, a light jacket and an all-weather coat. In addition, don’t forget a hat or visor,
a collapsible umbrella, sunglasses, sun screen and of course your camera and extra film and batteries. Please note
that for water-related excursions where we suggest you wear your bathing suit, cover-up and hat, we have placed a
symbol next to the shore excursion description.

If you plan to participate on an overland tour and will need to recharge video equipment or use a hair dryer, we
suggest you bring an international adapter. Whenever you plan on going ashore, we highly encourage you to leave
your valuables and jewelry onboard. While ashore, please take care in protecting your purses, cameras and other
personal items. Minimizing personal belongings brought ashore could expedite the security process when reboarding
the ship. We suggest you carry a photocopy of your passport when going ashore as you may need your passport
number to exchange currency.

Please be mindful that in some of the countries you will visit, the local people may have somewhat more conservative
views concerning dress than those to which you are accustomed. Generally shorts, tank tops, and short skirts are not
acceptable dress when visiting churches or places of worship. Specific information regarding appropriate dress in
these ports is provided with the shore excursion. For all golf tours, collared shirts and either long pants or Bermuda-
style shorts are required (no cut-offs, bathing suits, etc.).

Q. WILL I MISS MEALS IF I GO ON SHORE EXCURSIONS?
A. Our wide variety of dining venues, including a 24-hour buffet, means there are always meal options available
onboard that fit within the shore excursion timing you select.

Q. IS THERE TIME FOR SHOPPING ON THE EXCURSIONS?
A. Shopping is, for many, an important part of travel and, wherever possible, time for this activity is allowed within the
framework of many of our shore excursions. Please note, however, that the actual amount of time available for
shopping is generally limited.

Q. DO THE EXCURSIONS INCLUDE MUCH WALKING AND STAIR CLIMBING?
A. All of our excursions involve some walking and some excursions include more walking and stair climbing than
others. Walking may be over uneven surfaces such as cobblestone city streets or the rocky pathways of ancient ruins.
On many excursions, it is necessary to negotiate stairs. Please keep in mind that many of the buildings you will be
visiting may have been constructed well before conveniences such as elevators were invented and have been
preserved in their original state. Please refer to our tour symbols with each excursion description for more information
and guidance.

Q. WHAT ELSE SHOULD I ANTICIPATE IN PORTS?
A. Keep in mind that some sites you will be visiting are extremely popular among both tourists and locals. Therefore,
you may encounter crowded conditions, whether participating in one of our tours or sightseeing on your own.
Regrettably, we have no control over this situation. With regard to photography, some venues may prohibit the use of
flash cameras, so fast-speed film is recommended. In some places, photography or video may be prohibited
altogether or a fee may be imposed. We ask that you observe any restrictions and, if in doubt, ask your guide for
assistance.

Q. AM I REQUIRED TO WEAR SAFETY EQUIPMENT ON TOUR?
A. Yes, on certain tours it is mandatory that you wear the appropriate safety equipment in order to participate. Such
equipment includes, but is not limited to snorkel vests, life vests, helmets, etc.

Q. WHAT IS REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE IN A CERTIFIED DIVE TOUR?
A. An open-water scuba certification card must be presented in order to participate in a certified dive tour.
Unfortunately, we are unable to accommodate divers with either a Junior Open Water or a Scuba Diver rating due to
the depth limitations imposed by these certifications. The sport-diving industry recommends that divers take an
update course if they have not been diving within the last six months. Please note that some dive operators may
reserve the right to refuse to take divers who cannot provide proof of the date of their last dive or scuba review
course. We recommend you bring a log book or proof that you have recently completed a review course.

There are certain medical conditions that may prevent your participation. Accordingly, you will be required to
complete a medical-history form and liability waiver/release form that will be supplied onboard or by the tour operator.
Following is a non-inclusive list of several medical conditions that may prevent you from safely participating in scuba
diving. Any of these conditions would also require an examination prior to your cruise by a qualified physician to
obtain written permission to participate in scuba diving activities. Heart disease or previous heart attack, diabetes,
epilepsy or seizures, high blood pressure or the need to take medication to control blood pressure, pregnancy,
asthma or any form of lung disease, recent surgery, blackouts, sinus problems, fear of closed spaces, recurring
complicated migraines headaches, recurrent ear problems, severe motion sickness and presently taking prescription
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medicines with the exception of birth control. Passengers are welcome to bring and use their own personal
equipment, but is must be stored in their stateroom and there is no reduction in the tour price.

Q. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PARTICIPATING IN AN INTRODUCTORY/DISCOVER SCUBA
DIVING TOUR?
A. Yes, there are certain medical conditions that may prevent your participation. Accordingly, you must complete a
medical history form and liability waiver/release form that will be provided on board or by the tour operator at the
beginning of the tour. Following is a non-inclusive list of several medical conditions that may prevent you from safely
participating in scuba diving. Any of these conditions would also require an examination prior to your cruise by a
qualified physician to obtain written permission to participate in scuba diving activities. Heart disease or previous
heart attack, diabetes, epilepsy or seizures, high blood pressure or take medicine to control blood pressure, presently
taking prescription medicines with the exception of birth control, pregnancy, asthma or any form of lung disease,
recent surgery, blackouts, sinus problems, fear of closed spaces, recurring complicated migraine headaches,
recurrent ear problems, and severe motion sickness. For Introductory Scuba Diving tours there is a minimum age of
10. Passengers under the age of 18 must be accompanied by an adult.

Q. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PARTICIPATING IN A SNUBA DIVING, HELMET DIVING OR
UNDERWATER SCOOTER TOUR?
A. Yes, there are certain medical conditions that may prevent your participation. Accordingly, you will be required to
complete a medical-history form and liability waiver/release form that will be supplied onboard or by the tour operator.
Following is a non-inclusive list of several medical conditions that may prevent you from safely participating in scuba
diving. Any of these conditions would also require an examination prior to your cruise by a qualified physician to
obtain written permission to participate in scuba diving activities. Heart disease or previous heart attack, diabetes,
epilepsy or seizures, high blood pressure or take medicine to control blood pressure, presently taking prescription
medicines with the exception of birth control, pregnancy, asthma or any form of lung disease, recent surgery,
blackouts, sinus problems, fear of closed spaces, recurring complicated migraine headaches, recurrent ear problems,
and severe motion sickness. For helmet or SNUBA tours there is a minimum age of 8 years and passengers must
weigh at least 75 pounds. For underwater scooter tours there is a minimum age of 10.

Q. ON SPORTFISHING EXCURSIONS, DO I GET TO KEEP THE FISH I CATCH?
A. Most sportfishing tours offered by Princess are part of a catch-and-release program. Fish that are edible and not
endangered are typically landed and kept by the boat crew. Please remember you have purchased an opportunity to
catch fish, not a guarantee of doing so. As one of our boat captains said, “We guarantee fishing, not catching.”

In Alaska only, if your tour is not designated as catch and release, your catch can be processed and shipped home
for an additional charge as arranged by the tour operator. Because of its perishable nature and U.S. Customs
regulations, your catch may not be sent outside of the United States in most cases. Due to federal regulations, your
catch may not be stored onboard the ship, but may be prepared for dinner onboard.  Fish caught while at our lodges
in Alaska, needs to be shipped home if not part of a catch-and-release program.  In Alaska, fishing licenses are
required and can be purchased on your boat for $20 per person in cash (rates subject to change). Fishing for king
salmon requires an additional $10 retention tag (rates subject to change). Children under 16 do not need a license.
Fish runs are dependent on spawning seasons, so during May and late-September fish stock may be more limited.
Go to www.adfg.state.ak.us for more details on licensing requirements and fishing regulations in Alaska.

Q. WHAT SHOULD I KNOW BEFORE TAKING A HELICOPTER TOUR?
A. Due to weight and balance limitations, as well as passenger safety and comfort, the helicopter excursion
companies have advised that passengers weighing 250 pounds or more (fully clothed) will be assessed a surcharge
to reserve adequate space onboard the helicopter. The surcharge amount will be indicated in the “Special Notes”
section of each tour.

Because of the limited capacity and high demand for helicopter tours, they are not refundable unless cancelled by
12:00pm on the day after embarkation. Children 24 months of age and older are required to have their own seat.
Children under 24 months are considered lap infants and may ride free of charge if the tour operator can
accommodate them - with prior arrangement through the onboard Tour Office. Parents must show proof of age to the
tour operator for any lap infant.

Carry-on bags are not allowed and limited secure storage is provided at the heliport. Helicopters may carry up to six
guests depending on combined group weight. The flight length is approximate and flight route may vary due to
weather conditions. Helicopter tours may be cancelled on short notice due to weather or safety issues. Warm clothing
and sunglasses are recommended on helicopter tours. Dressing in layers is practical and lets you adjust your attire to
meet changing conditions.

For helicopter tours in Denali National Park, a surcharge is not charged for guest over 250lbs.   The helicopter
company will assign aircraft and seats based on weight and balance.  While every consideration is made to keep
traveling companions and/or families together, this is not always possible for safety reasons.

Q. DOES PRINCESS OWN THE TOUR COMPANIES IN THE PORTS?
A. No, all of the shore excursions are operated by local, independent companies not by Princess; Princess retains a
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portion of the total sale. We selected only the most reputable companies available to provide your excursions. The
companies providing your excursions are selected by Princess based on their excellent reputation for service and
safety.

Q. WHAT DO YOU RECOMMEND FOR PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED PASSENGERS?
A. Our answer, of course, depends on the type and degree of the disability. The goal of Princess Cruises is to provide
a safe comfortable cruise experience for all passengers. If you will be using a mobility device during your sailing we
strongly recommend you travel with a person physically fit to assist with your needs both onboard and ashore.

If passengers are able to walk on their own, we recommend tours designated as requiring a moderate level of activity.
The transport on some tours may be able to accommodate a collapsible wheelchair stored below the bus; scooters
or motorized wheelchairs are often too large. If confined to a wheelchair, we would recommend reserving the
excursions identified as wheelchair accessible (see Tour Symbols listed for each tour) or a private vehicle shore
excursion. We also recommend that non-ambulatory passengers be accompanied by someone who is able to assist
them throughout the duration of their day. Our Tour Staff can provide more information on touring options for non-
ambulatory guests. Physically challenged passengers participating on a shore excursion must contact the Tour Office
at least 48 hours prior to your excursion to ensure arrangements can be made to meet your particular needs.

Embarking and disembarking can be challenging for those with limited mobility. Many major ports of call provide easy
access for wheelchairs and scooters. However due to various conditions: steepness of the gangway, weather,
shoreside facilities and tidal and sea conditions, passengers using mobility devices may be required to transfer to a
stair climber or be precluded from going ashore. Princess staff will make every effort to assist but are not allowed to
individually physically lift more than 50 pounds (22 kg).

Some ports of call require the ship to anchor off shore. Passengers are then taken to shore by small boats or tenders.
When tendering is required, passengers using mobility devices will not be transferred into or out of the tender, if lifting
in excess of the above limitation is required. Many tender ports do not provide wheelchair access so even if the
passenger can board the tender they may not be able to disembark ashore. Again the shoreside facilities, movement
of the tender, weather and tidal conditions can also preclude tendering.

The decision to allow any passenger to board a tender or disembark the vessel will be made by the Captain on the
basis of the safety and welfare of all involved and is final. If passengers are unable to tender or disembark because of
circumstances outlined above there will be no refund or credit for missed ports. While Princess recognizes your
disappointment the safety of both passengers and crew takes precedence.

For more information on the terms and conditions for Princess Shore Excursions, please refer to the Special
Information section. Every effort will be made to accommodate all passengers on the tour of their choice but, tours
are operated by independent local companies and not by Princess. The final determination to let any passenger
participate is made by the tour operator and therefore if, in the judgment of the tour operator, the safety or comfort of
any passenger is in question, guests may be denied participation. This evaluation may not be able to be determined
until meeting directly with the local tour operator.
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Special Information
CONDITIONS In selling tickets (including coupons or vouchers) or otherwise promoting or making arrangements for
Excursions– whether for air, land or local water transportation; tours; sports or any other recreational activities; shore
accommodations or meals or for any service, facility or activity other than onboard Princess’ cruise ships – Princess
acts only as agent for the independent tour operator supplying such excursions or services. Participation by a
passenger in Excursions is conditioned upon such passenger’s acceptance of the terms and conditions set forth in
the Passage Contract contained in the Cruise Ticket, the Excursion Ticket and, depending on the activity, other
documents which, among other things, expressly release Princess from any liability for such participation. Participation
may also be subject to the independent tour operators’ own terms and conditions.

EXCURSION TIMINGS Departure times for each tour will be listed on princess.com in the Cruise Personalizer.  For
Shore Excursions, they will also be listed on the Tour Order Form, which you will receive onboard. These have been
published according to information from our Tour Operators, but are subject to change should the vessel’s arrival
time at any port be delayed, or the itinerary for any particular excursion be amended. Please note that the time shown
will be the time the last tour vehicle leaves the pier or hotel. Passengers are requested to report to the specified
departure location (either onboard ship or shoreside) at the designated time, as delay on your part can interfere with
the pleasure of your fellow passengers.

EXCURSIONS WITH LIMITED PARTICIPATION Shore Excursions may be purchased in advance of your cruise
departure or onboard ship on a first-come, first served basis. Many of our excursions have limited participation and
reservation requests will be processed in the order received. When excursions are fully subscribed, additional
requests will be placed on a waiting list in the order received.  Land Excursions can not be waitlisted but we actively
request more space wherever possible from our tour operators;  if a tour is sold out we encourage guests to revisit
the Cruise Personalizer at a later date and they can also check for more availability at the tour desks in our Alaska
ports.

PERSONAL POSSESSIONS Coats, wraps, umbrellas, cameras, handbags, traveling bags and similar personal articles
remain at all times through the tour under the passenger’s custody and control. Be careful that you do not leave your
possessions unattended at any time in the car or coach in which you are traveling.

PRICES The prices for Excursions are subject to change without notice; are per adult, per child or in some cases per
vehicle. Prices are confirmed at the time of booking. All quotations made include conveyance according to the
itinerary and, where applicable, meals, refreshments, guides and entrance fees, unless otherwise stated. Children,
other than infants in arms, will be charged full fare unless noted otherwise.

SHOPPING Where possible, time for shopping has been allowed within the framework of some excursions. However,
excursions are not primarily designed for shopping, and time allowed for this purpose may be limited.

REFUNDS No refunds can be made on any ticket, coupon or voucher unless notice of cancellation is given before the
closing date indicated on the booking form for the excursions involved. The times when bookings will close will be
published onboard. In the event of any excursion being canceled for reasons beyond our control, a full refund will be
made. However, should any excursion have to be abandoned through force majeure or difficulties en route, the best
possible refund will be arranged according to the circumstances. Land Excursions that were pre-reserved, charged
and then cancelled due to weather or other operator approved cancellation will be refunded using the same credit
card used to book your excursions.  These refunds will typically be reflected on your credit card statement between
7-10 business days after cancellation.  Tours booked while on your land tour are considered final at the time of
purchase and are 100% non-refundable except in the case of a cancellation by the vendor.

TRANSPORTATION Passengers should appreciate that standards of transport vary considerably throughout the world.
Air-conditioned coaches are not available in many areas, and in some, local buses are the best available. Cars or taxis
are also used at some ports where coach or bus transportation is not available or limited. Passengers wishing to
travel with friends should all leave the ship together, as this will help the Tour Staff to allocate them space in the same
vehicle. For the comfort of all passengers, smoking is prohibited aboard all sightseeing vehicles.

WITHDRAWAL OF TOURS The Tour Operator reserves the right to withdraw any excursion through lack of demand
and to make any alterations that they may deem advisable for the comfort of the passengers, bearing in mind the
convenience and best interest of each group.

ECOLOGY & ENVIRONMENT. It is our policy to maintain a positive and proactive position in relation to the
environment. We realize that there is much work to be done to achieve our company goals. To this end we are
continually striving to increase awareness of any environmental issues that are likely to affect any of the excursions
we offer. We work closely with our local agents to convey any environmental messages in our shore excursion
programs and therefore ask you to support us in our efforts by respecting the cultures, customs and environmental
issues of the various destinations we visit.
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